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1. Executive Summary
Figure 1.1.: Aerial View of Micro-Mechanics [10]
The purpose of this report is to perform a fire and life safety evaluation of an
existing building, Micro-Mechanics. The current codes and standards are used to
evaluate the following prescriptive fire protection systems:
◦Occupancy and Hazard Classification
◦Structural Fire Protection
◦Egress Analysis
◦Fire Detection, Alarm and Communication Systems
◦Fire Suppression Systems
An evaluation of possible special hazards is discussed to determine if any ex-
tra precautions need to be taken to prevent uncontrollable fire or explosions. A
performance based analysis is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the prescrip-
tive building systems. Using a combination of computer models including FDS,
Pyrosim, and Pathfinder the tenability characteristics are evaluated. Lastly, sug-
gestions are made for continued building use.
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1.1. General Building Description
The building selected for this project is a one story manufacturing building, shown
in Figure 1.1, with office areas sectioned off from the manufacturing floor. There
are three manufacturing lines installed, areas for part inspection and cleanup, a
shipment area, and bin storage of material to be recycled.
Micro-Mechanics, is a custom manufacturing building specializing in precision
parts and assemblies on a contract basis to OEMs in the aerospace, semiconductor,
laser and medical industries as described on their website[10]. Architectural Plans
of this building were obtained from Micro-Mechanics and can be seen in Figure
1.2 and Appendix A.
Figure 1.2.: General Overview of Micro-Mechanics
1.2. Applicable Code and References
◦NFPA 13 Automatic Sprinkler Systems (2013 Edition) [7]
◦NFPA 70 National Electrical Code (2014 Edition) [9]
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◦NFPA 72 National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code Handbook (2013 Edition)
[12]
◦NFPA 101 Life Safety Code (LSC 2015 Edition) [13]
◦NFPA 484 Standard for Combustible Metals (2015 Edition) [4]
◦International Building Code (IBC 2015 Edition) [3]
-California Building Code (2013 Edition) [2]
◦NFPA Fire Protection Handbook (20th Edition) [5]
◦SFPE Handbook of FPE (4th Edition)[1]
◦Structural Design For Fire Safety [6]
The architectural plans used for this project are taken from additions to the build-
ing. As a result many of the dimensions used in analyzing egress components are
approximate, and have been scaled from the available plans. The room and door
numbers used in this paper are for reference only and do no correlate to the actual
room and door numbers of the building.
1.3. Site Overview
The room layout has been broken down in Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4, with the
corresponding key plan shown in Table 1.1. The manufacturing floor consists of
2 automated machine lines against the Northeast and Northwest exterior walls.
The North corner of the floor is the location for non-combustible coolant and bin
storage of scrap metal to be recycled. Shipping and Receiving is located against
the Southwest exterior wall. The South Corner of the building holds the majority
of the office spaces.
Table 1.1.: Site Overview Key Plan
The prescriptive analysis begins with an evaluation of the building occupancy
and hazard contents, which will be covered in the next section.
3
Figure 1.3.: Building Layout of Micro-Mechanics (North)
4
Figure 1.4.: Building Layout of Micro-Mechanics (South)
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2. Classification of Occupancy and
Hazard Contents
2.1. Occupancy Classification
Following the guidelines of the 2015 Life Safety Code Handbook (LSCH), the pri-
mary occupancy of the building is Industrial as outlined in Section 6.1.12.1 [13].
6.1.12.1* Definition - Industrial Occupancy. An occupancy in which prod-
ucts are manufactured or in which processing, assembling, mixing, packaging, fin-
ishing, decorating, or repair operations are conducted.
The occupancy group assigned by the CBC for this building is F-1 as described
in section 306.2 for a Moderate-hazard factory industrial occupancy [2].
Despite the building being classified as Industrial there are areas within the
building that fall in separate classifications. Examples of some of the secondary
occupancies can be seen in Table 2.1. As a result the building is a Mixed occupancy
as outlined in section 6.1.14.3 of the LSCH, and must comply with the most
restrictive requirements of the occupancies involved [13].
Table 2.1.: Secondary Occupancies
Room Function Occupancy Classification
Conference Room Assembly
Office Area Business
Shipping and Receiving Storage
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2.2. Hazard Classification
Following the guidelines outlined in section 6.2.2 of the LSCH, the hazard classifi-
cation would fall under Ordinary Hazard contents. There are no materials within
the space that are likely to burn with extreme rapidity, and at the same time
there is material in the building, such as cardboard, in the shipping area, or small
amounts of combustible metals, in the finishing rooms, that could produce a haz-
ard beyond the light hazard classification.
The majority of production uses aluminum with 15% of production using stain-
less steal and a small percentage using brass. The only process that is capable
of producing a combustible powder or dust would be the finishing room or clean
room. The remaining processes produce larger scraps, which are collected and
stored in bins. The bin material is picked up twice a week to be recycled.
2.2.1. Combustible Metals
The greatest potential hazard found in Micro-Mechanics is aluminum powder or
dust that can be produced during the finishing process. NFPA 484 is the Stan-
dard for Combustible Metals, and is used to determine if a specific metal, such as
aluminum, poses a potential threat. Table 2.2 shows the applicability threshold
for the use of NFPA 484.
For Industrial occupancies the quantity of combustible metal for applicability is
5 lbs. Micro-Mechanics takes pride in maintaining good housekeeping practices.
By maintaining a clean manufacturing floor and limiting unnecessary storage on
site, such as scrap material, safety and productivity are improved. The finishing
department uses a wet sanding process to prevent any airborne particles along with
air filtering in the clean room. Deep cleaning and filter replacement is performed
weekly to prevent any accumulation of aluminum dust. By maintaining these
practices Micro-Mechanics limits the containment of aluminum powder or dust to
less than 5 lbs. For this facility aluminum dust does not present a risk as long as
these practices are continued. In the event that hazardous conditions do develop,
NFPA 484 chapter 12 needs to be used for dealing with Aluminum dust or powder.
Prevention
The following precautions should be taken when dealing with Aluminum dust or
powder per NFPA 484 chapter 12 [4]:
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Table 2.2.: Applicability Thresholds by Occupancy (NFPA 484 Table 1.1.11) [4]
◦Contact with water should be prevented to avoid spontaneous heating. Wa-
ter can react with unoxidized aluminum to produce hydrogen, which can be
explosive.
◦Maintain good housekeeping practices as described in the previous section.
Preventing the accumulation of aluminum dust in the air or on working sur-
faces decreases the likelihood of an accidental ignition.
◦Equipment should be grounded to prevent the accumulation of static electric-
ity.
◦If a wet-type dust collection system is used (for processed such as wet sanding)
the collectors shall be designed so that the hydrogen generated is vented at
all times.
◦Material removed from wet-type dust collectors shall be mixed with an inert
material (e.g. sand) in a volume ratio of five parts inert material to one part
aluminum dust.
Fire Protection
The following practices shall be used to extinguish an aluminum fire [4]:
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◦A fire shall be ringed with inert material or a class D extinguishing powder.
Class D extinguishing powders are dry extinguishing agents used for metal
fires that work by absorbing heat and smothering the fire.
◦Class A, B, and C extinguishers and Halogen extinguishing agents shall not
be used for aluminum fires.
◦Manual application of water shall only be used as a last resort. Only low-
velocity spray of fog nozzles shall be used and water application shall be
continued until the fire is extinguished or conditions become untenable. Ven-
tilation’s shall be provided during cleanup for the hydrogen generated.
◦Automatic Sprinkler Protection shall only be used when approved by the au-
thority having jurisdiction. The AHJ should be consulted and consideration
needs to be taken of the potential risks of mixing aluminum and water.
2.3. Occupancy Hazard Conclusion
Micro-Mechanics is an industrial occupancy specializing in the manufacturing of
aluminum, stainless steal and brass. The greatest potential hazard is the produc-
tion of aluminum dust during the finishing process. It is recommended that the
current housekeeping procedures as continued and that a class D extinguisher is
kept near all finishing departments.
Now that the building occupancy is defined and the hazards are identified, the
next section will be used to analyze the building construction of Micro-Mechanics.
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3. Structural Fire Protection
The building elements are described and evaluated for their corresponding fire
resistance rating. Using the fire resistance ratings of each element the building
construction type for Micro-Mechanics is determined.
3.1. Description of Building Structure and
Construction Details
3.1.1. Exterior Walls
Figure 3.1.: Building Section View from Fire Sprinkler Plans
The exterior walls for Micro-Mechanics are 5 inches thick load bearing concrete
walls and can be seen in Figure 3.1. Table 3.1 shows Table 721.1(2) from the CBC,
which gives the concrete thickness requirements for concrete walls in order to meet
the required fire resistance ratings. With a minimum thickness of 5 inches, the
minimum fire resistance rating is 2 hours.
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Table 3.1.: Rated Fire-Resistance Periods for Various Walls and Partitions (Table
721.1(2) CBC)[2]
3.1.2. Primary Structure
The primary structure of the building consists of 5”×5” steel columns supporting
glulam beams ranging from 51/8”×341/2” to 51/8”×36”. The beams support 28”
I-Joists (purlins).
3.1.3. Roof Assembly
The roof assembly is made up of plywood supported by the purlins. 2”× 6” wood
stiffeners span the purlins at 2′− 0” on center. The stiffeners are filled with fiber-
glass insulation throughout. The ceiling assembly is not required to be a rated
assembly.
3.1.4. Interior Non-Load Bearing Walls
The interior walls of the building are not full height walls and consist of 2” × 6”
wood studs at 16” on center. There is a layer of 5/8” Type ’X’ Gypsum board on
each side with R-11 sounds insulation between the studs.
3.2. Construction Type
Using Table 601 of the 2013 California Building Code (CBC) (shown in Table 3.2)
the construction classification can be determined. Since there is wood construction
Type I and Type II construction can be eliminated. The only remaining rated
elements are the exterior walls since none of the interior walls are full height. This
leaves construction Type III-B.
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Type of Construction:
Number of Stories:
Total Square Footage:
III-B
1
41,301 Ft2
Table 3.2.: Fire-Resistance Rating Requirements for Building Elements [2]
3.3. Building Height and Area Limitations
Table 503 of the CBC, as shown in Table 3.3, limits the building height to 2
stories with 12,000 ft2 per story. Micro-Mechanics is a 1 story building, which
falls within the requirements of the CBC. However the building area is not within
the limitations of Table 503. The CBC does permit an area increase dues to street
frontage and automatic sprinkler system installation.
3.3.1. Building Area Modifications
The building area prescribed by Table 503 can be increased based on equation 5-1
of the CBC, which is outlined in Section 506.1.
Aa = {At + [At × If ] + [At × Is]} (5-1)
where
Aa = allowable building area per story (ft
2)
At = tabular building area per story in accordance with Table 503 (ft
2)
If = area increase factor due to frontage as calculated in accordance with Section
506.2
Is = area increase factor due to sprinkler protection as calculated in accordance
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Table 3.3.: Allowable Building Heights and Areas (Table 503 of CBC)[2]
with Section 506.3
The area increase factor can be calculated using equation 5-2 of the CBC and
outlined in Section 506.2.
If = [
F
P
− 0.25]W
30
(5-2)
where
F = building perimeter that fronts on a public way or open space having 20 feet
open minimum width (ft)
P = perimeter of entire building (ft)
W = width of public way or open space in accordance with Section 506.2.1
Micro-mechanics is surrounded on every side by an open space of at least 30
feet, which simplifies equation 5-2 to If = 0.75. Based on section 506.3 of the
CBC the area can be increased by a factor of 3 for buildings with no more than 1
story above grade plane. Calculating the permitted area with these factors you get:
Aa = {12, 000 ft2 + [12, 000 ft2 × 0.75] + [12, 000 ft2 × 3]}
Aa = 57, 000 ft
2
Based on the permitted building area increase the actual area of Micro-Mechanics
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is within the limits of the CBC.
3.4. Code Compliance Analysis
Based on the guidelines for the California Building Code, Micro-Mechanics meets
all prescriptive requirements. The only fire-resistance requirement is a 2 hour fire-
resistance for exterior bearing wall. Since all of the exterior walls are concrete this
is not an issue. Although the building square footage is not within the tabulated
limits of the CBC, the area increase due to the sprinkler system and the open space
surrounding the building make the overall square footage acceptable. Section 507.3
of the CBC also allows for an unlimited building area for one story, group F oc-
cupancies provided with an automatic sprinkler system throughout. This makes
the area increase calculations unnecessary, however it does help to show that the
building lies well within the requirements of the CBC.
The fire alarm plans note the addition of a smoke detection system in the open
office areas in lieu of having 1 hour rated corridors. The plans cite the Universal
Building Code (UBC), which was used at the time of the original construction.
Based on current codes this 1-hour rating is not a requirement in this occupancy.
For an Industrial occupancy with a corridor serving an occupant load greater than
30, a fire-resistance rating is not required when a sprinkler system is installed, as
shown by Table 3.4.
Table 3.4.: Corridor Fire-Resistance Rating (Table 1018.1 of CBC)[2]
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Without having access to the UBC it is not known why the fire alarm note
was added. It is possible that the original building was intended for a different
occupancy that would have required a rating in the corridors.
3.5. Structural Conclusion
Micro-Mechanics meets all fire resistance rating requirements for type III-B con-
struction. The allowable area is unlimited based on section 507.3 of the CBC for a
1-story industrial occupancy. Now that the building construction and occupancy
classifications are defined an Egress analysis is performed for Micro-Mechanics.
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4. Egress Analysis
In order to determine that Micro-Mechanics meets required Egress standards the
Life Safety Code Handbook (LSCH) is used to evaluate prescriptive requirements.
4.1. Means of Egress
4.1.1. Occupant Load
To calculate the occupant load of the building the usage of each space must be
broken down as shown in Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4. The useage of each space
determines which occupant load factor is used from Table 7.3.1.2 of the LSCH.
The occupant loads can then be calculated using the net areas for each space and
the following equation:
Occupant Load = Net Area
Occupant Load Factor
The remaining floor area is then calculated using the occupant load factor as-
sociated with the gross area of the building, which is Industrial use for this case.
Summing the occupant loads for each space and the remaining floor area, results
in the Occupant Load for the entire building. Table 4.1 shows the occupant loads
calculated for each space based on the approximate areas of each room.
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Table 4.1.: Occupant Load calculated using Section 7.3.1 of the 2015 LSCH
4.1.2. Egress Capacity
The doors for this building are typical 36in. doors. Using Table 7.3.3.1 of the
LSCH and the following equation, the Egress Capacity of each door can be calcu-
lated.
Egress Capacity = Door Width
Capacity Factor
= 36in.
0.2
in/
person
= 180persons
where a capacity factor of 0.2 in./person is chosen for a level component.
The total Egress Capacity can be calculated by summing the egress capacity
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of each exit door. It should be noted that occupants outside of the Office area
cannot use the front exit doors (doors 1 and 2) or south corner exit door (door
21) as a means of egress. Section 7.2.1.4.2 of the LSCH requires doors to swing
in the direction of egress when serving a room with an occupant load of 50 or
more. Since doors 17 and 22 swing out of the office area, they can only be used by
occupants within the office area as a means of egress. For this building it is not a
major concern because the available egress capacity is more than sufficient for the
low occupant load as shown by Table 4.2 and Table 4.3.
Table 4.2.: Occupant Load of Manufacturing Area compared to available Exit
Capacity
Table 4.3.: Occupant Load of Office Area compared to available Exit Capacity
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4.1.3. Arrangement of Means of Egress
As defined in section 7.5 of the LSCH there are no dead end corridors present
within this building.
There are no common paths of travel exceeding the maximum Common Path
Limit required by Table A.7.6 of the LSCH for a general Industrial building sprin-
klered throughout. Table A.7.6 allows a Common Path Limit of up to 100 feet.
For this building a person leaving any room has a minimum of two exit choices.
Since there are no rooms with a path of travel exceeding 100 feet, it is reasonable
to assume that the Common Path Limit is not exceeded.
Figure 4.1.: Max Travel Distance = 150 feet
The maximum travel distance, shown in Figure 4.1, was measured from the most
remote corner of the building to the nearest exit door.
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4.2. Building Evacuation
4.2.1. Pre-movement Behavioral Response
Evacuation time can be broken down into four main components as described in
Section 4, Chapter 2 of the NFPA Fire Protection Handbook (FPH)[5].
◦Time to notification
-The evaluation of an evacuation time begins with the amount of time it
takes for the building occupants to be notified of a potential emergency.
Occupants need to be alerted either through communication with other
occupants, alarms triggering, or witnessing the fire ignition.
◦Reaction time
-The reaction time of the occupants is the time it will take them to make a
decision to take action.
◦Pre-evacuation activity time
-Depending on the facility and experience of the occupants, pre-evacuation
time is another important fact. This could be caused by occupants gathering
their belongings prior to leaving, alerting other occupants, or in the case
of an industrial building, shutting down and equipment that may cause a
potential hazard. This component can be reduced with evacuation drills
and pre-evacuation procedures.
◦Travel or movement time
-The travel time is the final component of evacuation and is defined as the
time it takes for the occupant to reach an area of safety.
4.2.2. Evacuation Time
The building evacuation time can be approximated using the Emergency Move-
ment chapter of the SFPE Handbook [11]. Using Table 3-13.1 the effective width,
We, of the exit doors can be calculated.
We = 36in.− 2× 6in. = 24in.
Using the site overview from Appendix B it is reasonable to assume that occu-
pants in the office area will evacuate out of the front doors (doors 1 and 2) and the
south corner door (door 21), since these are the closest in proximity. This allows
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the building to be broken down into two sections, the Office area and the Manufac-
turing area. As mentioned previously, the occupants from the manufacturing area
are restricted from exiting though the office area due to the door swing directions.
The specific flow, Fs, for the exit doors in each area can then be calculated using
the following equation:
Fs = (1− aD)kD
where
D =Density (persons
ft2
)
k =constant depending on exit route element
a =constant depending on desired units
Assuming worst case scenario with all occupants reaching the exit pathways at
the same time, the density can be calculated using the values from Table 4.2 and
Table 4.3. Constant, k, for a horizontal exit element is 275.
Fs(Office) = (1− 2.86× 91persons2622ft2 )× 275× 91persons2622ft2 = 8.60
persons
min
ft effective width
Fs(Manufacturing) = (1− 2.86× 391persons30661ft2 )× 275× 391persons30661ft2 = 3.38
persons
min
ft effective width
Using the specific load the calculated flow, Fc, for each exit door can be calcu-
lated as follows:
Fc(Office) = Fs(Office)We = 8.60
persons
min
ft effective width
× 24in.× 1ft.
12in.
= 17.2persons
min
Fc(Manufacturing) = Fs(Manufacturing)We = 3.38
persons
min
ft effective width
×24in.× 1ft.
12in.
= 6.76persons
min
The evacuation time for each space can then be calculated using the following
equation.
t = Occupants
# of Doors×Fc
tOffice =
91persons
3×17.2 persons
min
= 1.76min
tManufacturing =
391persons
7×6.76 persons
min
= 8.26min
This method takes into account the density of the population to determine the
speed that each individual is moving at. Assuming that everyone is moving at
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maximum speed, the maximum specific flow, Fsm, can be used in place of the
specific flow, Fs. For horizontal exit elements, Fsm = 24, which can be found in
Table 3-13.5 of the SFPE Handbook. Substituting Fsm for Fs you get:
Fc = 24
persons
min
ft effective width
× 24in.× 1ft.
12in.
= 48persons
min
The evacuation time then becomes:
tOffice,min =
91persons
3×48 persons
min
= 0.63min
tManufacturing,min =
391persons
7×48 persons
min
= 1.16min
This demonstrates the impact population density has on evacuation time and pro-
vides a predictive range for evacuation times.
These calculation methods assume that the occupants will use the facilities in
the optimum balance, demonstrated by the equal flow rates for all exit doors. In
a realistic scenario occupants may not evacuate uniformly across all exits.
4.2.3. Pathfinder Simulation
Pathfinder is an emergency egress simulator that includes an integrated user in-
terface and animated 3D results [14]. This program allows you to input occupant
behavior and manipulate exit components during an emergency in order to in-
crease the accuracy of the model.
The manual calculations presented in the previous section give an approximation
for the two extremes of building evacuation. The first calculation assumed worst
case scenario, where everyone is occupying the exit pathways simultaneously. The
second example assumed that occupants were able to evacuate with a maximum
flow rate, essentially ignoring the occupant density. Pathfinder helps to calculate
a more realistic egress scenario that takes into account individual occupant speed,
areas of bottlenecking, and exit choice.
Table 4.4 shows the comparison of the evacuation times. There are two pathfinder
simulations shown. Figure B.6 ignores the machine lines and allows occupants to
evacuate without obstructions. Figure 4.3 takes into account the manufacturing
lines, equipment areas, shipping/receiving areas and the recycled material storage.
Surprisingly the model that includes obstructions has a faster evacuation time. It
is possible that the obstacles delay bottlenecking at the exits, which allows the
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Table 4.4.: Egress Results
Method Evacuation Time
Manual (Density Based) 8.26 minutes
Manual (Max Flow Rate) 1.16 minutes
Model (Open Floor) 1.47 minutes
Model (With Machine Lines) 1.14 minutes
occupants to evacuate faster.
Figure 4.2.: Isometric View of Pathfinder Simulation ignoring Equipment
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Figure 4.3.: Isometric View of Pathfinder Simulation including Equipment
4.3. Egress Conclusions
Based on the analysis of the egress components of Micro-Mechanics there are no
prescriptive code issues. The egress calculations are based on the assumption that
the building is at maximum capacity, which would not be the case on a typical
work day. The pathfinder simulations show bottlenecking developing at each exit
door from the manufacturing floor. Possible solutions for preventing bottleneck-
ing would be to create double doors instead of the single exit doors around the
manufacturing floor.
The purpose of calculating egress times is to determine tenability limits in the
event of a fire, which is discussed in the performance analysis at the end of this
report. In order to ensure optimum egress the occupants must first be alerted that
there is a fire. The next section will analyze the prescriptive characteristics of the
Fire Detection, Alarm and Communication Systems for Micro-Mechanics.
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5. Fire Detection, Alarm and
Communication Systems
5.1. Fire Signatures and Detection Devices
There are three main fire signatures that are used as the basis for detection for
Fire Alarm Systems:
◦Convected Heat
◦Smoke (Aerosol Particulates)
◦Radiant Energy (IR, Visible, UV)
The main form of detection for Micro-Mechanics is heat detection using the Fire
Sprinkler System. The sprinklers used are manufactured by Reliable and can be
found in Appendix G. A fusible link is used to detect when the temperature reaches
a specified level. Once the solder melts a lever is released, which allows the orifice
of the sprinkler to flow water. This is not the ideal method of heat detection since
there is no preliminary warning that the temperature is rising, which may result
in unwanted flooding.
Once a fire sprinkler has been activated water will begin flowing through the
sprinkler system. The water flow is detected using a paddle type water flow switch,
which is located on the sprinkler riser. The sprinkler system is described in further
detail in the next section of this report.
The last form of detection used is an ionization type smoke detector manufac-
tured by System Sensor. The Series 400 Smoke Detector can be found in Appendix
G. The only area that contains smoke detectors is the front office area as shown in
the Electrical Plans. Ionization type detectors use a small amount of radioactive
material to ionize the air allowing it to conduct electricity. The current flow is
monitored between two electrodes in the sensing chamber. When smoke particles
enter the chamber the conductance is reduced and the change in current flow will
alert the system at a specified threshold.[5]
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5.2. Location, Spacing and Placement of Fire
Detection Devices
For this project the Life Safety Code (LSC) is used in combination with NFPA 72
to determine the requirements for Fire Detection Devices. NFPA 72 does not deter-
mine when a Fire Alarm system is required, instead it outlines the requirements
for the system once it has been required by another code or Authority Having
Jurisdiction (AHJ). Section 40.3.4 of the LSC outlines the detection, alarm and
communication system requirements for Industrial Occupancies. The fire alarm
system must be initiated by one of the following means:
◦Manual means in accordance with 9.6.2.1
◦Approved automatic fire detection system in accordance with 9.6.2.1 through-
out the building, plus a minimum of one manual fire alarm box in accordance
with 9.6.2.6
◦Approved, supervised automatic sprinkler system in accordance with 9.6.2.1
through the building, plus a minimum of one manual fire alarm box in accor-
dance with 9.6.2.6
Micro-Mechanics uses the third option as a means of initiation for the Fire Alarm
System. The building is protected throughout using an automatic fire sprinkler
system, which is monitored by the Fire Alarm Control Panel (FACP). The FACP
monitors a water flow switch located on the system riser and a tamper switch
located on the system control valve to make sure the system is open.
The sprinklers used for detection are spaced according to NFPA 13. The man-
ufacturing areas are classified under Ordinary Hazard Group III (now Group II
based on the current edition of NFPA 13) and have a maximum coverage area of
130ft2. The office areas are designed as Light Hazard, which allows up to 225ft2
of coverage. As mentioned in the previous section the sprinkler system is analyzed
in further detail in the next section of this report.
In order to use the sprinkler system as a means of detection the LSC code re-
quires a manual fire alarm box. The purpose of the manual fire alarm box, as
described in section A.9.6.2.6, is to provide a means to manually activate the fire
alarm system when the automatic fire detection system or water flow devices are
out of service due to maintenance or testing, or where human discovery of the fire
precedes automatic sprinkler system activation. However, if instead the Califor-
nia Building Code (CBC) is used then a manual fire alarm box is not necessarily
required. Section 907.2.4 of the CBC states that manual fire alarm boxes are not
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required where the building is equipped throughout with an automatic sprinkler
system installed in accordance with Section 903.3.1.1 and the occupant notifica-
tion appliances will activate throughout the notification zones upon sprinkler water
flow for Group F occupancies. Group F is defined in section 306.1 of the CBC
for Industrial occupancies. Ultimately the local AHJ will make the decision as to
whether or not a manual Fire Alarm box is required.
The smoke detection system was installed in lieu of having a 1 hour rated corri-
dor for the office area. This exception is from the Universal Building Code (UBC)
section 3305g, which would now be replaced with the CBC. Looking at the smoke
detection system installed throughout the corridors the spacing can be evaluated
against the requirements of NFPA 72.
The spacing for spot-type smoke detectors shall be based on section 17.7.3.2.
For smooth ceilings, such as the ceiling tile of the office space, the nominal spacing
shall be 30 feet maximum. and one-half the nominal spacing from all walls or
partitions extending upward to within 15 percent of the ceiling height. All points
on the ceiling shall have a detector within a distance equal to or less than 0.7 times
the nominal spacing.
Figure 5.1 evaluates the existing detectors using the 30 ft. nominal spacing re-
quired by NFPA 72. The only area that may be called into question is the lower
right open office area. This space could be covered by shifting the existing smoke
detectors labeled A and B. By shifting both detectors to the right and shifting
detector A within 0.7× 30ft. of the south wall you can take advantage of Figure
5.2. This allows you to use smoke detectors to cover irregular spaces.
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Figure 5.1.: Approximate Smoke Detector Spacing
Figure 5.2.: Rectangular Detector Spacing
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5.3. Fire Alarm System Types and Requirements
Micro-Mechanics uses a Protected Premises Fire Alarm System as outlined by sec-
tion 23 of NFPA 72. The system is controlled using the Notifier SFP-400B fire
alarm control panel (FACP), which is shown in Appendix G. The FACP has been
moved from the location shown on the original Fire Alarm as-built plans to Room
112, which used to be the Copy/Mail room as shown on the fire sprinkler plans.
The panel receives input from the smoke detectors located in the corridors of the
office area, the water flow switch located at the sprinkler riser, and the tamper
switch located at the system control valve. Upon receiving the signal the FACP
must activate the notification appliances as required by Section 903.3.1.1 of the
CBC since there are no manual fire alarm boxes on the premises. This is also dis-
cussed in the on Fire Signatures and Detection Devices. The panel then outputs
a signal to the notification appliances and the Fire Department. The notification
appliances will be discussed further in the next sections.
Additional requirements for Fire Alarm signals initiated by sprinkler systems
are outlined in section 23.8.5.5 of NFPA 72.
5.4. Alarm Notification Appliances
There are two types of alarm notification appliances used for the Micr-Mechanics
building. The first is an ADA horn/strobe manufactured by Wheelock shown in
Figure 5.3. This device has an operating range between 18-31 VDC and a 24 VDC
nominal voltage. The current draw when producing 117 candela is 0.088 amps.
The second notification appliance is a horn that is the MIZ-24 Mini horn, shown
in Figure 5.4, and is also manufactured by Wheelock. The horn has an operating
voltage of 20-31 VDC and a 24 VDC nominal voltage. The rated sound pressure
level (SPL) of the device is 90 dBA at 10 feet with a current draw of 0.024 amps.
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Figure 5.3.: ADA Horn/Strobe Manufactured by Wheelock
Figure 5.4.: Mini Horn/Strobe Manufactured by Wheelock
5.5. Analysis of Alarm Notification Appliances
Section 40.3.4.3 of the LSC (NFPA 101) outlines the requirements for notification
appliances in Industrial occupancies. Based on section 40.3.4.3.1 the fire alarm
system must meet one of the following requirements:
◦It shall provide occupant notification in accordance with 9.6.3
◦It shall sound an audible and visible signal in a constantly attended location
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for the purposes of initiating emergency action
Based on the second requirement the Micro-Mechanics building is not required
to have notification appliances spaced throughout the entire building as long as
there are NA located at a location that is fully attended at all times when the
building is occupied.
Figure 5.5.: Current Locations for all Horn/Strobes
Looking at Figure 5.5 you can see the current locations for all the horn/strobes.
By following section 40.3.4.3.1 of the LSC the spacing restrictions are not as strin-
gent as those outlined in NFPA 72. The decision is ultimately up the the local
AHJ as to whether or not the NA meet this requirement. Looking at Figure 5.5,
it is reasonable to assume that an able bodied occupant would be located at one
of the locations and then be able to initiate an emergency response.
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5.6. Power Requirements for Fire Alarm and
Communication Systems
Section 10.6.7 of NFPA 72 outlines the requirements for secondary power supply
and the fire alarm system. The secondary power supply shall have a sufficient ca-
pacity to operate for 24 hours under non alarm conditions and then an additional
5 minutes under alarm conditions. Table 5.6 shows the battery calculations for
the front office area. The resulting required capacity is about 2.84 amp-hours.
Table 5.1.: Battery Calculation Requirements
The system is supplied with two 7 amp-hour batteries, which should be more
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than enough to meet the capacity needs.
5.7. Commissioning and Inspection, Testing and
Maintenance of Alarm Systems
NFPA 3, Recommended Practice for Commissioning of Fire Protection and Life
Safety Systems, details the recommendations for commissioning. This code ap-
plies mainly to newer buildings, however there is a section that discusses retro-
commissioning of existing building. Micro-Mechanics is currently up to code but
this section could become more applicable as the codes and regulations continue
to evolve.
Section 14 of NFPA 72 should be used to determine the required Testing and
Maintenance of Fire Alarm Systems. Table 14.4.3.2 outlines the frequency and
method of testing for each component of the system. It is important maintain all
components of the fire alarm system in order to maintain reliability of the system
in the event of an emergency. Without proper maintenance and testing the system
may not function properly when called upon.
5.8. Fire Detection, Alarm and Communication
System Conclusion
The fire detection, alarm and communication systems for Micro-Mechanics meet
the prescriptive requirements of NFPA 72 and the LSCH. However, to improve
the effectiveness of the notification system it is recommended that additional no-
tification appliances be added around the manufacturing floor so that building
occupants do not need to rely on another occupant to begin evacuation.
Once the a fire is detected it needs to be suppressed until the local fire depart-
ment can arrive and extinguish the flames. The next section evaluates the Fire
Sprinkler System for Micro-Mechanics.
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6. Fire Suppression System
The goal of the fire sprinkler system is to prevent the spread of the initial fire,
allowing the building occupants time to evacuate and giving the fire department
the chance to extinguish the fire. This section evaluates the existing sprinkler
system and compares the current performance to the intended performance from
the Fire Sprinkler As-Builts.
6.1. Water Supply
6.1.1. Current:
Static Pressure = 85 psi
Residual Pressure = 65 psi
Flow = 1360 gpm
The current water supply is provided by Mario Iglesias, the Utility Systems
Manager of the City of Morgan Hill, and can be seen in Appendices M through P.
6.1.2. Previous (for calculation comparison):
Static Pressure = 83 psi
Residual Pressure = 50 psi
Flow = 2566 gpm
The original water flow is shown on the original sprinkler drawings and is from a
flow test taken September 1991 by the Morgan Hill Water District. Comparing the
current and previous water flows you can see that there is now less water available
at a higher pressure.
6.1.3. Underground Piping
There is an existing 8” city main that runs along the street at the front of the
building as seen in Appendix I. The property main starts with an 8×6 reducer
where the 6” Ductile Iron pipe begins.
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The flow then passes through the 6” Backflow Assembly shown in Figure 6.1.
Following the back flow assembly the property main tees off towards the Fire
Department Connection, shown in Figure 6.2, and towards the building to the
riser.
The majority of the underground piping leading up to the building is PVC, with
the exception of the vertical sections running into the Backflow Assembly and the
Fire Department Connection. Further detail can be seen in Appendix I through
L.
Figure 6.1.: 6” Wilkins Backflow Assembly
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Figure 6.2.: 4” Fire Department Connection with Check Valve
6.2. Automatic Sprinkler System
The Micro-Mechanics sprinkler system is a wet gridded system with 11/4” branch
lines, a 3” cross main and a 21/2” floating main. There are upright sprinklers
throughout the building including over the office areas. Pendent sprinklers are
dropped to the ceilings of the office spaces and the rooms around the manufacturing
floor.
6.2.1. Summary of Occupancy Classifications
Using section 5 of NFPA 13 the occupancy classifications of each room type can
be determined based on comparisons provided. The occupancy classifications are
shown in Table 6.1. The primary use for Micro-Mechanics is comparable to Ma-
chine Shops and Metal Working as shown in section A.5.3.2 of NFPA 13. Therefore
the sprinkler system must comply with the requirements of an Ordinary Hazard
Group II Occupancy.
Based on the Fire Sprinkler As-Builts (shown in Appendix I through L), Micro-
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Table 6.1.: Building Occupancy Classifications
Area Classification
Manufacturing Floor Ordinary Hazard Group II
Shops Ordinary Hazard Group II
Office Areas Light Hazard
Shipping/Receiving Ordinary Hazard Group II
Mechanics was originally classified as an Ordinary Hazard (Group III), which uses
the Pre-1991 edition of the Density/Area curves for hydraulic calculations as shown
in Figure 6.3[7]. According to the NFPA 13 Handbook, the technical committee
believed that the small differences between the ”old” ordinary Group 2 and Group 3
curves has little impact on fire control [7]. As a result the current code requirements
allow for a lower density (gpm/ft3) for hydraulic calculations.
Figure 6.3.: Density/Area Curve Comparison
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6.3. Sprinkler Design
Using Autosprink, which is a fire sprinkler modeling program, the existing system
was modeled in order to compare the differences between the original building
classification (Ordinary Group III) and the current classification (Ordinary Group
II).
6.3.1. Original Building Classification
Occupancy:
Max Coverage per Head:
Area:
Density:
Sprinkler:
Orifice:
K-factor:
Temperature:
Number:
Hose Demand:
Total System Demand:
Ordinary Hazard (Group III)
130 sqft.
3000 ft2
0.18 gpm/ft2
Standard Upright
1/2”
5.62
212◦F
483
+ 500 gpm
1089.79 gpm @ 71.672 psi
6.3.2. New Building Classification
Occupancy:
Max Coverage per Head:
Area:
Density:
Sprinkler:
Orifice:
K-factor:
Temperature:
Number:
Hose Demand:
Total System Demand:
Ordinary Hazard (Group II)
130 sqft.
3000 ft2
0.17 gpm/ft2
Standard Upright
1/2”
5.62
212◦F
483
+ 250 gpm for 60 minutes
823.86 gpm @ 71.559 psi
The only differences between the two results is the change from a 0.18 (gpm/ft3)
density to 0.17 (gpm/ft3), and the decrease of hose demand requirement from 500
gpm to 250 gpm. Adding the 250 gpm back on to the new calculation you can
see why the NFPA 13 committee decided to combine the Group 2 and Group 3
curves.
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6.3.3. Sprinkler Types
Sprinkler:
Orifice:
K-factor:
Temperature:
Material:
Number:
Recessed
1/2”
5.62
165◦F
Chrome
64
Pendent
1/2”
5.62
165◦F
Chrome
4
Upright
1/2”
5.62
165◦F
Bronze
2
Upright
1/2”
5.62
212◦F
Bronze
483
The sprinklers used for Micro-Mechanics consist of 68 pendents and 485 uprights.
The data sheets for the Reliable sprinklers can be seen in Appendix G.
6.3.4. Riser Piping and Location
The property main feeds into the base of the riser through 6” Ductile Iron which
runs under the building foundation and connects to a 90◦ elbow. Another 6”
Ductile Iron pipe runs up to just above the building floor where it connects to the
4” schedule 40 Riser Pipe.
The Riser consists of a 2” Main Drain and a 1/4” pressure gauge as seen in the
details from Appendices I through L. Further up the riser there is a 4” Water Flow
Switch, which is about 7’-6” off of the floor. The Riser location can be seen in the
Autosprink models in Figure 6.4.
6.3.5. Hangers and Bracing
All Branch Lines shall have a center line 6” below the 28” I joist. To be hung from
the bottom of the chord by a 3/8”×0’-6” Coach Screw Rod and Ring.
Figure 6.5 shows the three hanger details that are used to support the Sprinkler
System. The Intermediate Hanger for the Main uses a Beam Clamp connected
to an Eye Rod and Ring. The typical Branch Line Hangers use a Coach Screw
connected to an Eye Rod and Ring. Typical Main Hangers for the system use
a 3/8” U-Hook, which is attached to the Glulam Beams using
3/8”× 2 1/2” lag
screws.
Figure 6.6 shows the bracing used for Micro-Mechanics, which used lag screws
to the glum beams and the top chord of the I-joists. The California Fire Code
(CFC) no longer allows lag screw to be used for bracing. If there are any tenant
improvements the local authority may require the existing braces be upgraded to
meet current code requirements.
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Figure 6.4.: Autosprink Model of Micro-Mechanics
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Figure 6.5.: Hanger Details for the Main and Branch Lines.
Figure 6.6.: Bracing Details
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6.4. Computer-Based Hydraulic Calculations
6.4.1. Original Calculations
The Sprinkler Drawings in Appendix J shows the results of the original building
calculations, where the building was classified as an Ordinary Hazard (Group III).
The original system demand was 1089.79 gpm at a pressure of 71.672 psi. This
calculation used the Pre-1991 Density/Area curves which requires a higher Density
than the current Ordinary Hazard (Group II) classification.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the Autosprink Calculations the same Hy-
draulically Remote Area was tested using the Ordinary Hazard (Group III) values
(0.18 gpm/ft2 and 3000 ft
2 with a 500 gpm hose demand).
6.4.2. Results
System Pressure Demand:
System Flow Demand:
Total Demand:
Pressure Below Supply Curve:
Original
71.672 psi
589.79 gpm
1089.79 gpm
≈5 psi
Model
75.239 psi
592.75 gpm
1092.75 gpm
≈1 psi
The comparison from the model calculations and the originally calculations are
within ≈4 psi and the water supply is adequate for the both systems. Differences
may be cause by elevation of the underground piping, which was estimated for
the model using the required distance below the parking lot. The full hydraulic
calculations for the system using the original classification can be seen in Appendix
Q.
6.4.3. New Calculations
Using the values for an Ordinary Hazard (Group II) the hydraulic calculations
can be performed for the current Density/Area curves. The new values are 0.17
gpm/ft2 and 3000 ft
2 with a 250 gpm hose demand.
6.4.4. Results
System Pressure Demand:
System Flow Demand:
Total Demand:
Pressure Below Supply Curve:
Original
71.672 psi
589.79 gpm
1089.79 gpm
≈5 psi
New
71.559 psi
573.86 gpm
823.86 gpm
≈5 psi
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6.5. Inspection, Testing and Maintenance
This system should be inspected and maintained using the frequency specified in
NFPA 25 Table 13.1.1.2. The The summary of all system components and their
minimum inspection/maintenance frequency is show in Appendix L[8].
6.5.1. Primary System Components
6.5.2. Control Valves:
• Control Valves should be locked per NFPA 25 (13.3.2.1.1)
• Annual tests should be performed per NFPA 25 (13.3.3.1)
• Maintenance should be performed annually per NFPA (13.3.4)
6.5.3. Interior Alarm Valves:
• Interior Alarm Valves should be inspected ever 5 years per NFPA (13.4.1.2)
• Waterflow Alarms shall be tested quarterly per NFPA 25 (13.2.6)
6.5.4. Main Drains:
• Main Drains shall be tested either annually or quarterly per NFPA 25 (13.2.5,
13.2.5.1)
6.5.5. Gauges:
• Gauges shall be tested every 5 years per NFPA 25 (13.2.7.2)
6.5.6. Sprinkler Systems:
• Sprinkler Systems should be tested at least every 5 years per NFPA 25
(13.5.1.2)
6.6. Fire Suppression Conclusion
Based on the Autosprink hydraulic calculations the current water supply will meet
the existing system demand despite the change in the occupancy curve and the
city water supply. The only deficiency from current fire sprinkler codes is the
usage of lag bolts for bracing. It is recommended that new bracing calculations
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be performed and the existing bracing be upgraded to meed current NFPA 13
requirements.
With all prescriptive requirements for Micro-Mechanics reviewed and perfor-
mance analysis is performed to determine the effectiveness of the prescriptive codes.
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7. Performance Based Analysis
The goal of the performance based analysis is to determine if occupants will be
able to evacuate under tenable conditions. Using the calculated egress times in
combination with Fire Simulations the fire conditions can be evaluated at the
time all occupants are expected to be evacuated. Successful evacuation occurs if
occupants are not exposed to untenable conditions.
7.1. Fire Scenario
The most likely time for a fire to occur in the manufacturing areas is during busi-
ness hours when all manufacturing processes are running. However, during this
time the manufacturing floor would be occupied and any event would be noticed
immediately by building personnel resulting in an evacuation or extinguishment.
The high ceiling also contributes to these areas being less critical in life safety.
Smoke buildup will take more time to fill up such a large space, which gives build-
ing occupants more time to evacuate or extinguish the fire. Due to these factors
the fire scenario will take place in the front office areas, where the smoke layer
presents a greater threat to the occupants.
A common cause for fires is when appliances such as coffee pots, hot plates or
other heating devices are left on while not in use. For this fire assume an appliance
has been left on in the break room of the front office area resulting in a fire. The
fire ignites the table that the appliance was resting on and then grows as a slow
t-squared fire with a fire growth coefficient of α = 0.003kW/s2, per Figure 7.1
from the Fire Protection Handbook (FPH) [5].
7.1.1. DETACT Model
The only detection appliances located in the break room are the fire sprinklers.
Using a detection actuation (DETACT) spreadsheet the response time of the fire
sprinklers can be estimated. The input parameters used are shown in Figure 7.2.
The ceiling height for the break room is 9’-2” and the table height is approxi-
mated as 3’-0”. The input parameter H, which will represent the base of the fire,
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Figure 7.1.: t-Squared Growth Curves (Figure 3.7.2 of FPH) [5]
can then be calculated by subtracting the table height from the ceiling height and
converting to meters for the spreadsheet. For light hazard occupancies sprinkler
spacing can be 15’×15’. Therefor the farthest a sprinkler can be radially from a fire
would be at the corner of the 15’×15’ spacing (7.5′ ×√2). This is also converted
to meters and input into the DETACT spreadsheet. The ambient temperature is
assumed to be 20oC and the actuation temperature is listed as 165oF (73.89oC).
NFPA 13 defines standard response sprinklers as those having and RTI greater
than or equal to 80(m − s)1/2, so for this scenario a RTI of 80(m − s)1/2 is used.
As stated in the fire scenario, a t-squared fire is used with a growth coefficient of
α = 0.003kW/s2. A fire location factor of 1 is used for a sprinkler located away
from any walls, which would increase the heat release rate (HRR) effects.
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Figure 7.2.: DETACT Output
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Based on this fire scenario and the input parameters the sprinkler would activate
399 seconds after the fire has started and the HRR would be 478 kW at the time
of activation. These values are can be compared to the the green lines marked on
the DETACT graph. Possible inaccuracies may result from the large time step
used in the DETACT model.
7.1.2. FDS Model
Using FDS a model of the office area was built including the sprinkler system. For
the worst case scenario all doors within the office are assumed to be open, which
would allow the fire to spread room to room. The exit doors from the building
and any automatic closing doors are shut, which allows for the buildup of smoke
within the office area.
Figure 7.3.: Sprinkler Activation at 199 seconds
Running the simulation results in sprinkler activation around 199 seconds. Upon
activation of the sprinkler system the Fire Alarms would activate and alert the
building occupants of the fire. From Figure 7.4 you can see that smoke has pri-
marily built up in the break room and is starting to spread into the egress corridors.
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Figure 7.4.: Soot Distribution at 199 seconds
7.2. Tenability Analysis
Section 5.2 of the 2012 Life Safety Code Handbook (LSCH) outlines the perfor-
mance requirements for building design [13]. The performance criterion specify
that any occupant who is not intimate with the ignition shall not be exposed to
instantaneous or cumulative untenable conditions. Table 7.1 shows the four meth-
ods that can be used to avoid untenable conditions.
To show that the building meets the performance criterion outlined by Section
5.2 of the LSCH, the pathfinder simulation can be used in combination with fire
and smoke modeling programs such as FDS. Using method 1 the FDS model will
show that the building occupants will not be incapacitated by fire effects. The
first step is to evaluate the tenability upon sprinkler activation. Figure 7.5 shows
the temperature throughout the office area upon sprinkler activation. According
to the FPH, the thermal tolerance for unprotected skin occurs around 120oC. Any
occupants outside of the break room have not been exposed to sever temperatures
at the time of sprinkler activation.
According to the FPH the suggested optical density (OD) limits for impair-
ment range from 0.5 1
m
(2 meters of visibility) to 0.065 1
m
(15 meters of visibility).
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Table 7.1.: Tenability methods outlined in Section 5.2 of LSCH
Method Explenation
Method 1 The design team can set detailed performance criteria that ensure
that occupants are not incapacitated by fire effects.
Method 2 For each design fire scenario and the design specifications, condi-
tions and assumptions, the design team can demonstrate that each
room or area will be fully evacuated before the smoke and toxic gas
layer in that room descends to a level lower than 6ft.
Method 3 For each design fire scenario and the design specifications, condi-
tions and assumptions, the design team can demonstrate that the
smoke and toxic gas layer will not descend to layer lower than 6ft.
above the floor in any occupied room.
Method 4 For each design fire scenario and the design specifications, condi-
tions and assumptions, the design team can demonstrate that no
fire effects will reach any occupied room.
Figure 7.5.: Temperature Distribution at 199 seconds
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Looking at Figure 7.6 you can see that the majority of the office space still has
visibility exceeding 15 meters. For a private facility such as Micro-Mechanics, it is
reasonably to assume that the occupants are familiar with the egress routes. This
allows the acceptable impairments limits to be lower (2 meters of visibility).
Figure 7.6.: Visibility at 199 seconds
Assuming that none of the building occupants begin evacuating until the Fire
Alarm is activated, the egress time from the pathfinder simulation can be added
on to the time at sprinkler activation. This allows you to evaluate the tenability
at the time everyone has evacuated the building to determine if anyone has been
exposed to untenable conditions. Figure 7.7 shows that the temperature distribu-
tion throughout the office is still within tolerable limits. This may be a result of
the sprinkler system cooling the gases in the office area.
Figure 7.8 shows that the visibility has decreased substantially in the egress
corridors. However, the visibility is still greater than 2 meters, which would allow
occupants familiar with the building time to evacuate.
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Figure 7.7.: Temperature Distribution after Egress
Figure 7.8.: Visibility after Egress
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7.3. Performance Based Analysis Conclusion
Based on the FDS output after building evacuation is complete the tenability limits
of 2 meters of visibility and maximum temperatures of 120oC are not exceeded.
Since the egress calculations are based on maximum occupancy, it is reasonable
to assume that during a normal work day occupants will be able to evacuate well
before untenable conditions are reached.
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8. Conclusions and
Recommendations
Following a fire and life safety evaluation of Micro-Mechanics the following recom-
mendations are offered to improve the safety of the building occupants:
◦Provide a Class D extinguisher in the immediate vicinity of all finishing de-
partments. Building occupants should be instructed on their proper usage.
◦Increasing the number of double doors around the perimeter of the manufac-
turing area would prevent bottlenecking during egress.
◦Additional notification appliances added around the manufacturing area would
improve the effectiveness of the notification system (especially on days with low
occupancy loads). Without a notification appliance at a constantly attended
location there is a risk of delay for safe egress.
◦Upgrade spacing and attachment method of existing seismic braces to meet
current NFPA 13 and California Fire Code requirements.
The requirements of the California Building Code are met for an Industrial
occupancy with Type III-B Construction. Micro-Mechanics should continue their
current practices of good housekeeping to ensure that any potential fire hazards are
kept in check (especially aluminum dust or powder). All prescriptive requirements
for safe Egress governed by NFPA 101 are met with minor recommendations stated
above. With the exception of bracing upgrades the sprinkler system meets all
prescriptive code requirements despite the changes in the city water supply and
occupancy curves.
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A. Micro-Mechanics Architectural Plans
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B. Pathfinder Model
Figure B.1.: Start of Pathfinder Simulation
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Figure B.2.: Time = 10 seconds
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Figure B.3.: Time = 31.9 seconds
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Figure B.4.: Time = 59.9 seconds
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Figure B.5.: Time = 93.3 seconds
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Figure B.6.: Isometric View of Pathfinder Simulation
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Micro-Mechanics_summary
***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***
Simulation:         Micro-Mechanics
Version:            2014.3.1020
Mode:               Steering
Total Occupants:    483
Exit Times (s):    
  Min:              2.0
  Max:              93.2
  Average:          30.2
  StdDev:           19.1
[Components] All:   81
[Components] Doors: 57
Triangles:          343
Startup Time:       1.1s
CPU Time:           11.1s
           ROOM/DOOR            FIRST IN   LAST OUT  TOTAL USE  FLOW AVG.
                                   (s)        (s)      (pers)    (pers/s) 
------------------------------ ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------
Floor 0.0 ft->Office               (3)        0.0        6.1          4           
Floor 0.0 ft->Office               (4)        0.0        4.4          4           
Floor 0.0 ft->Office               (2)        0.0        4.1          3           
Floor 0.0 ft->Office               (1)        0.0        3.6          2           
Floor 0.0 ft->Office               (5)        0.0       23.4         10           
Floor 0.0 ft->Office               (6)        0.0        3.7          2           
Floor 0.0 ft->Break Room           (7)        0.0        4.7          3           
Floor 0.0 ft->Restroom             (8)        0.0        4.1          2           
Floor 0.0 ft->Restroom             (9)        0.0        4.8          2           
Floor 0.0 ft->Conference Room     (12)        0.0       14.7         29           
Floor 0.0 ft->Office              (10)        0.0        3.2          2           
Floor 0.0 ft->Office              (11)        0.0        4.1          2           
Floor 0.0 ft->Storage             (14)        0.0        8.4         20           
Floor 0.0 ft->Assembly            (13)        0.0       11.4         20           
Floor 0.0 ft->Electrical Room     (22)        0.0        2.0          1           
Floor 0.0 ft->Shop                (15)        0.0        8.3         13           
Floor 0.0 ft->Storage             (16)        0.0       11.7          4           
Floor 0.0 ft->Shop                (17)        0.0        6.4          6           
Floor 0.0 ft->Office              (18)        0.0        3.0          2           
Floor 0.0 ft->Restroom            (19)        0.0        3.4          2           
Floor 0.0 ft->Restroom            (20)        0.0        4.9          2           
Floor 0.0 ft->Finishing Room      (21)        0.0        9.2         18           
Floor 0.0 ft->Manufacturing Floor (24)        0.0       93.2        390           
Floor 0.0 ft->Lobby/Exit Corridor (23)        0.0       32.0         92           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door02               3.0       32.0         30       1.04
Floor 0.0 ft->Door01               2.7       31.3         32       1.12
Floor 0.0 ft->Door03               1.8       23.2         22       1.03
Floor 0.0 ft->Door17               0.0        0.0          0           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door54               0.0        0.0          0           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door19               1.3       14.7         16       1.20
Floor 0.0 ft->Door18               1.8       13.9         13       1.07
Floor 0.0 ft->Door16               2.5        4.8          2       0.87
Floor 0.0 ft->Door15               2.1        4.1          2       0.99
Floor 0.0 ft->Door14               1.8        3.2          2       1.43
Floor 0.0 ft->Door13               1.5        4.1          2       0.75
Floor 0.0 ft->Door12               2.0        4.7          3       1.11
Floor 0.0 ft->Door20               0.0        0.0          0           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door11               2.2        3.7          2       1.29
Floor 0.0 ft->Door09               0.0        0.0          0           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door22               0.0        0.0          0           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door10               0.0        0.0          0           
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Floor 0.0 ft->Door08               0.0        0.0          0           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door07               3.8       23.4         10       0.51
Floor 0.0 ft->Door21               5.0       31.5         30       1.13
Floor 0.0 ft->Door06               2.1        4.4          4       1.76
Floor 0.0 ft->Door05               2.4        6.1          4       1.07
Floor 0.0 ft->Door04               2.0        4.1          3       1.46
Floor 0.0 ft->Door03               1.4        3.6          2       0.94
Floor 0.0 ft->Door26               1.9        8.3          7       1.10
Floor 0.0 ft->Door28               2.9        8.4          7       1.27
Floor 0.0 ft->Door27               1.8        7.6          6       1.05
Floor 0.0 ft->Door24               2.1       11.2          6       0.66
Floor 0.0 ft->Door25               2.6       11.4         10       1.14
Floor 0.0 ft->Door23               3.3        6.1          4       1.43
Floor 0.0 ft->Door29               6.3       59.1         59       1.12
Floor 0.0 ft->Door30               4.5       59.7         61       1.10
Floor 0.0 ft->Door31               0.0        0.0          0           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door32               2.0        2.0          1           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door35               3.2        8.3          5       0.99
Floor 0.0 ft->Door34               2.1        6.4          5       1.16
Floor 0.0 ft->Door36               2.0        5.9          3       0.76
Floor 0.0 ft->Door37               2.8       11.7          4       0.45
Floor 0.0 ft->Door38               3.2        6.4          3       0.94
Floor 0.0 ft->Door40               0.0        0.0          0           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door39               2.4        2.7          2           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door41               2.9        2.9          1           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door45               3.0        4.9          2       1.07
Floor 0.0 ft->Door44               2.3        3.4          2       1.86
Floor 0.0 ft->Door48               3.3        9.2          7       1.19
Floor 0.0 ft->Door53               4.5        9.2          6       1.30
Floor 0.0 ft->Door46               1.7        4.9          5       1.57
Floor 0.0 ft->Door47               0.0        0.0          0           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door43               3.0        3.0          1           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door42               2.9        2.9          1           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door33               2.4       56.9         58       1.06
Floor 0.0 ft->Door49               5.5       41.9         37       1.02
Floor 0.0 ft->Door50               7.2       52.6         47       1.04
Floor 0.0 ft->Door51               3.2       44.0         40       0.98
Floor 0.0 ft->Door52               4.7       93.2         88       0.99
Floor 0.0 ft->Door57               3.3        3.3          1           
Floor 0.0 ft->Door58               2.6        8.9          7       1.11
----------------------------- ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------
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    id       name  exit time(s)  active time(s) jam time total(s) jam time max continuous(s)
0    "00001" 17.875 17.9 2.3 1.4
1    "00002" 21.975 22 4.975 2.4
2    "00003" 31.45 31.475 8.725 2.55
3    "00004" 26.5 26.525 6.9 2.2
4    "00005" 25.3 25.325 2.05 0.6
5    "00006" 22.725 22.75 7.525 2.275
6    "00007" 24.95 24.975 7.275 5.45
7    "00008" 30.1 30.125 9.375 3.775
8    "00009" 27.4 27.425 7.325 4.575
9    "00010" 12.625 12.65 0.9 0.675
10    "00011" 21.9 21.925 8.425 2.35
11    "00012" 15.425 15.45 3.5 1.45
12    "00013" 17.1 17.125 5.075 3.975
13    "00014" 28.15 28.175 12.925 4.275
14    "00015" 7.3 7.325 1 0.775
15    "00016" 8.175 8.2 0.225 0.225
16    "00017" 14.4 14.425 3.1 1.25
17    "00018" 16.325 16.35 2.525 1.15
18    "00019" 13.475 13.5 2.05 0.7
19    "00020" 19.425 19.45 4.725 1.025
20    "00021" 24.475 24.5 9.7 3.575
21    "00022" 9.05 9.075 0.75 0.325
22    "00023" 5 5.025 0.225 0.225
23    "00024" 31.95 31.975 3.9 2.05
24    "00025" 31.275 31.3 8.475 2.375
25    "00026" 26.7 26.725 3.825 1.25
26    "00027" 27.9 27.925 3.725 1.25
27    "00028" 30.775 30.8 8.675 5.85
28    "00029" 28.525 28.55 5.5 1.725
29    "00030" 27.45 27.475 5.775 2
30    "00031" 25.575 25.6 3.7 2.425
31    "00032" 20.45 20.475 1.875 1.325
32    "00033" 28.3 28.325 2.55 1
33    "00034" 29.275 29.3 1.875 1.375
34    "00035" 23.675 23.7 7.975 2.475
35    "00036" 15.625 15.65 2.475 1.975
36    "00037" 19.6 19.625 6.15 1.675
37    "00038" 6.9 6.925 0.225 0.225
38    "00039" 22.2 22.225 7.75 2.275
39    "00040" 7.5 7.525 0.975 0.975
40    "00041" 13.2 13.225 3.725 3.225
41    "00042" 22.975 23 7.35 1.9
42    "00043" 9.75 9.775 0.8 0.55
43    "00044" 16.6 16.625 6.375 3.35
44    "00045" 21.325 21.35 5.975 2.7
45    "00046" 8.975 9 0.225 0.225
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46    "00047" 11.8 11.825 1.3 0.625
47    "00048" 10.65 10.675 1.35 0.875
48    "00049" 7.9 7.925 0.375 0.225
49    "00050" 19.25 19.275 5.675 4
50    "00051" 29.4 29.425 13.85 3.95
51    "00052" 14.425 14.45 3.125 2.15
52    "00053" 11.6 11.625 1.575 0.725
53    "00054" 15.425 15.45 2.8 1.125
54    "00055" 5.65 5.675 0.225 0.225
55    "00056" 10.575 10.6 1.075 0.55
56    "00057" 24.575 24.6 8.175 3.6
57    "00058" 5.175 5.2 0.25 0.225
58    "00059" 6.425 6.45 0.25 0.225
59    "00060" 15.275 15.3 4.7 1.55
60    "00061" 12.6 12.625 3 1.525
61    "00062" 24.1 24.125 10.225 2.875
62    "00063" 11.025 11.05 2.625 1.275
63    "00064" 18.525 18.55 6.225 1.525
64    "00065" 17.55 17.575 6.425 2.95
65    "00066" 36.9 36.925 5.7 2.225
66    "00067" 50.725 50.75 18.375 6.625
67    "00068" 46.425 46.45 13.15 6.675
68    "00069" 54.625 54.65 25.075 5.05
69    "00070" 43.775 43.8 17.25 4.9
70    "00071" 58.975 59 29.05 8.9
71    "00072" 56.1 56.125 20.025 4.1
72    "00073" 52 52.025 22.6 4.85
73    "00074" 35.775 35.8 2.45 1.975
74    "00075" 33.05 33.075 2.75 1.525
75    "00076" 31.225 31.25 7.95 3.175
76    "00077" 46.675 46.7 20.575 9.85
77    "00078" 55.375 55.4 17.925 6.675
78    "00079" 57.175 57.2 22.675 4.825
79    "00080" 55 55.025 18.3 9.1
80    "00081" 47.5 47.525 12.85 3.125
81    "00082" 55.625 55.65 20.575 5.075
82    "00083" 41.775 41.8 11 4.375
83    "00084" 41.3 41.325 12.75 3.675
84    "00085" 40.6 40.625 7.8 3.25
85    "00086" 48.275 48.3 8.2 4.425
86    "00087" 56.9 56.925 14.275 4.275
87    "00088" 42.425 42.45 0.775 0.225
88    "00089" 50.9 50.925 9.925 2.7
89    "00090" 51.775 51.8 9.475 4.45
90    "00091" 50.45 50.475 12.15 4.5
91    "00092" 59.1 59.125 9.55 2.05
92    "00093" 48.275 48.3 10.825 3.375
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93    "00094" 51.75 51.775 4.85 2
94    "00095" 56.3 56.325 17.25 3.925
95    "00096" 52.5 52.525 13.225 4.3
96    "00097" 52.625 52.65 6.45 3.375
97    "00098" 52.675 52.7 4.225 1.45
98    "00099" 51.075 51.1 2.7 2.2
99    "00100" 45.75 45.775 6.05 2.5
100    "00101" 57.2 57.225 15.7 4.45
101    "00102" 57.85 57.875 12.1 4.6
102    "00103" 47.525 47.55 11.125 3.7
103    "00104" 44.675 44.7 5.475 2
104    "00105" 49.55 49.575 2.425 0.675
105    "00106" 23.35 23.375 2.275 1.55
106    "00107" 35.95 35.975 9.025 4.925
107    "00108" 34.125 34.15 10.1 5.925
108    "00109" 30.675 30.7 9.925 6.7
109    "00110" 41.875 41.9 8.525 1.65
110    "00111" 35.75 35.775 8.95 8
111    "00112" 30.9 30.925 4.35 1.325
112    "00113" 32.25 32.275 8.625 4.85
113    "00114" 26.6 26.625 3.025 1.8
114    "00115" 37.875 37.9 7.4 2.725
115    "00116" 29.925 29.95 5.475 5.025
116    "00117" 31.65 31.675 6.575 2.15
117    "00118" 29.625 29.65 5.525 2.45
118    "00119" 28.075 28.1 3.575 1.875
119    "00120" 33.1 33.125 3 0.975
120    "00121" 43.825 43.85 10.825 4.25
121    "00122" 31 31.025 3.125 2.225
122    "00123" 40.875 40.9 5.175 2.45
123    "00124" 36.65 36.675 7.875 3.5
124    "00125" 37.5 37.525 9.45 4.875
125    "00126" 42.7 42.725 7.375 2.325
126    "00127" 38.975 39 7.1 3.375
127    "00128" 36.825 36.85 1.85 1.375
128    "00129" 42.175 42.2 6.85 2.675
129    "00130" 43.975 44 4.8 3.175
130    "00131" 35.45 35.475 1.525 1.3
131    "00132" 38.375 38.4 3.65 1.6
132    "00133" 27.25 27.275 0.225 0.225
133    "00134" 31 31.025 0.225 0.225
134    "00135" 28.7 28.725 0.225 0.225
135    "00136" 34.225 34.25 1.025 0.5
136    "00137" 41.15 41.175 5.05 2.825
137    "00138" 30.425 30.45 1.225 0.7
138    "00139" 34.7 34.725 1.25 1.025
139    "00140" 31.875 31.9 0.225 0.225
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140    "00141" 49.575 49.6 16.925 7.025
141    "00142" 39.325 39.35 5.65 2.35
142    "00143" 33.35 33.375 2.65 0.825
143    "00144" 40.15 40.175 4.225 2.725
144    "00145" 36.075 36.1 2.225 0.825
145    "00146" 29.4 29.425 0.5 0.25
146    "00147" 31.4 31.425 1.075 0.525
147    "00148" 33.1 33.125 1.625 0.475
148    "00149" 2.025 2.05 0.225 0.225
149    "00150" 10.75 10.775 1.1 0.375
150    "00151" 25.95 25.975 7.825 2.75
151    "00152" 20.425 20.45 6.9 4.875
152    "00153" 11.625 11.65 0.8 0.575
153    "00154" 16.425 16.45 1.65 0.65
154    "00155" 9.975 10 1.45 0.925
155    "00156" 18.65 18.675 4.675 1.6
156    "00157" 6.425 6.45 0.225 0.225
157    "00158" 29.1 29.125 10.625 2.775
158    "00159" 21.2 21.225 5.075 1.9
159    "00160" 25.675 25.7 5.75 4.8
160    "00161" 23.75 23.775 7.325 2.75
161    "00162" 20.65 20.675 4.975 1.925
162    "00163" 26.95 26.975 5.575 2.6
163    "00164" 30.35 30.375 9.3 5.8
164    "00165" 13.65 13.675 1.2 0.975
165    "00166" 6.575 6.6 0.55 0.325
166    "00167" 8.175 8.2 1.475 1.25
167    "00168" 3.275 3.3 0.25 0.225
168    "00169" 3.025 3.05 0.225 0.225
169    "00170" 2.7 2.725 0.225 0.225
170    "00171" 10.25 10.275 0.225 0.225
171    "00172" 13.65 13.675 1.4 0.85
172    "00173" 12.275 12.3 0.6 0.375
173    "00174" 5.8 5.825 0.225 0.225
174    "00175" 9.175 9.2 0.225 0.225
175    "00176" 18.125 18.15 5.2 1.475
176    "00177" 42.325 42.35 21.175 11.175
177    "00178" 75.55 75.575 34.175 17.375
178    "00179" 70.375 70.4 48.975 15.775
179    "00180" 25.9 25.925 8.4 2
180    "00181" 7.25 7.275 0.225 0.225
181    "00182" 61.1 61.125 36.375 7.975
182    "00183" 33.35 33.375 15.025 4.7
183    "00184" 57.95 57.975 15.05 4.625
184    "00185" 86.65 86.675 62.175 10.575
185    "00186" 37.65 37.675 15.95 3.475
186    "00187" 36.575 36.6 17.425 11.65
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187    "00188" 18.875 18.9 6.95 4.2
188    "00189" 34.3 34.325 17.15 3.275
189    "00190" 57.125 57.15 37.4 11.275
190    "00191" 64.775 64.8 39.2 11
191    "00192" 47.375 47.4 25.925 6.475
192    "00193" 20.975 21 4.05 2.675
193    "00194" 89.05 89.075 58.025 22.175
194    "00195" 66.05 66.075 41.2 12.375
195    "00196" 84 84.025 54.525 13.95
196    "00197" 77.225 77.25 55.175 32.95
197    "00198" 67.975 68 39.95 10.65
198    "00199" 35.2 35.225 18.775 6.7
199    "00200" 21.7 21.725 7.5 3.85
200    "00201" 93.15 93.175 62.175 16.6
201    "00202" 59.7 59.725 14.15 5.55
202    "00203" 58.625 58.65 0.425 0.225
203    "00204" 22.9 22.925 0.25 0.25
204    "00205" 31.875 31.9 16.65 9.375
205    "00206" 40.5 40.525 22.325 5.025
206    "00207" 26.775 26.8 10.55 5.175
207    "00208" 32.35 32.375 12.675 4.6
208    "00209" 21.975 22 3.325 2.275
209    "00210" 10.65 10.675 0.5 0.275
210    "00211" 53.95 53.975 30.25 10
211    "00212" 8.625 8.65 0.225 0.225
212    "00213" 15.1 15.125 4.15 1.675
213    "00214" 18 18.025 4.2 2.825
214    "00215" 29.75 29.775 12.3 5.4
215    "00216" 68.8 68.825 22.675 5.475
216    "00217" 15.375 15.4 3.425 1.7
217    "00218" 54.125 54.15 1.625 0.9
218    "00219" 53 53.025 25.125 3.775
219    "00220" 63.425 63.45 38.025 9.85
220    "00221" 73.425 73.45 37.4 10.05
221    "00222" 30.4 30.425 9.45 3.4
222    "00223" 58.6 58.625 35.8 9.625
223    "00224" 58.15 58.175 3.025 1.125
224    "00225" 56.1 56.125 26.275 9.2
225    "00226" 91.25 91.275 64.3 11.975
226    "00227" 20.125 20.15 6.2 1.225
227    "00228" 56.4 56.425 2.225 0.775
228    "00229" 80.825 80.85 50.05 8.575
229    "00230" 46.375 46.4 27.875 10.05
230    "00231" 72.725 72.75 39.525 10.575
231    "00232" 51.1 51.125 19.9 4.05
232    "00233" 45.25 45.275 25 12.55
233    "00234" 48.975 49 25.3 10.025
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234    "00235" 60 60.025 17.95 4.15
235    "00236" 7.875 7.9 0.225 0.225
236    "00237" 59.3 59.325 30.05 9.45
237    "00238" 85.6 85.625 40.25 7.925
238    "00239" 50.2 50.225 30.275 7.8
239    "00240" 71.35 71.375 46.325 7.625
240    "00241" 83.05 83.075 41.225 17.125
241    "00242" 19.975 20 2.2 0.625
242    "00243" 66.725 66.75 28.375 4.7
243    "00244" 38.55 38.575 15.85 11.125
244    "00245" 25.25 25.275 10.175 3.4
245    "00246" 62.675 62.7 20.325 3.8
246    "00247" 30.7 30.725 13.05 7.6
247    "00248" 55.425 55.45 29.15 9.475
248    "00249" 13.825 13.85 2.225 1.275
249    "00250" 11.825 11.85 1.05 0.825
250    "00251" 69.7 69.725 27.6 10.125
251    "00252" 87.875 87.9 51 13.675
252    "00253" 43.475 43.5 24.225 6.6
253    "00254" 90.325 90.35 51.625 16.8
254    "00255" 41.475 41.5 19.45 5
255    "00256" 36.3 36.325 15.95 6.475
256    "00257" 81.525 81.55 46.025 9.7
257    "00258" 52.125 52.15 29.4 9.025
258    "00259" 79.325 79.35 47.225 9.65
259    "00260" 78.225 78.25 34.7 7.375
260    "00261" 24.425 24.45 8.625 3.75
261    "00262" 23.55 23.575 7.3 3.35
262    "00263" 16.4 16.425 3.75 1.475
263    "00264" 15.625 15.65 2.025 1.575
264    "00265" 20.975 21 1.525 1.3
265    "00266" 48.525 48.55 2.425 1.1
266    "00267" 27.9 27.925 11.3 3.725
267    "00268" 23.875 23.9 2.975 2.275
268    "00269" 44.525 44.55 25.675 13.575
269    "00270" 17.275 17.3 4.2 3.975
270    "00271" 12.975 13 3.725 1.8
271    "00272" 53.575 53.6 4.1 1.55
272    "00273" 54.9 54.925 0.5 0.275
273    "00274" 39.35 39.375 20.7 6.375
274    "00275" 74.525 74.55 32.75 9.325
275    "00276" 48.075 48.1 11 2.025
276    "00277" 20.4 20.425 3.175 1.85
277    "00278" 11.175 11.2 0.225 0.225
278    "00279" 22.95 22.975 10.025 3.275
279    "00280" 24.85 24.875 10.125 8.45
280    "00281" 24.45 24.475 9.625 4.5
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281    "00282" 7.225 7.25 0.225 0.225
282    "00283" 36.85 36.875 15.075 5.325
283    "00284" 13.025 13.05 1.075 0.6
284    "00285" 26.075 26.1 12.6 7.125
285    "00286" 8.075 8.1 0.25 0.225
286    "00287" 43.675 43.7 26.65 9.4
287    "00288" 40.85 40.875 19.6 10.2
288    "00289" 5.5 5.525 0.225 0.225
289    "00290" 8.6 8.625 0.225 0.225
290    "00291" 12.125 12.15 0.475 0.25
291    "00292" 19.625 19.65 3.775 3.375
292    "00293" 34.575 34.6 20.4 7.325
293    "00294" 31.95 31.975 12.7 4.65
294    "00295" 17.375 17.4 6 2.775
295    "00296" 16.175 16.2 5.325 2.375
296    "00297" 9.425 9.45 0.225 0.225
297    "00298" 29.4 29.425 15.1 5.55
298    "00299" 16.95 16.975 3.575 2.2
299    "00300" 31.5 31.525 17.8 6.8
300    "00301" 23.575 23.6 3.375 1.1
301    "00302" 8.175 8.2 0.225 0.225
302    "00303" 46.025 46.05 26.225 10.45
303    "00304" 40.1 40.125 17.85 4.275
304    "00305" 39.275 39.3 19.975 6.675
305    "00306" 23.95 23.975 10.875 6.5
306    "00307" 15.15 15.175 2.25 1.2
307    "00308" 30.55 30.575 7.575 2.85
308    "00309" 32.95 32.975 15.475 6
309    "00310" 44.725 44.75 25.425 10.275
310    "00311" 42.225 42.25 26.675 10.4
311    "00312" 10.875 10.9 1.325 0.575
312    "00313" 18.2 18.225 5.175 2.55
313    "00314" 33.45 33.475 18.575 5.95
314    "00315" 37.525 37.55 23.35 6.9
315    "00316" 25.025 25.05 1.675 1.325
316    "00317" 10.2 10.225 0.25 0.225
317    "00318" 27.05 27.075 12.05 5.925
318    "00319" 20.425 20.45 8.325 2.45
319    "00320" 19.275 19.3 6.65 4.75
320    "00321" 35.65 35.675 19.825 10.225
321    "00322" 22.7 22.725 4.875 2.475
322    "00323" 7.7 7.725 0.225 0.225
323    "00324" 18.6 18.625 5.2 2.975
324    "00325" 16.1 16.125 3.775 1.775
325    "00326" 14.075 14.1 1.15 0.525
326    "00327" 47.75 47.775 24.575 7.65
327    "00328" 10.6 10.625 0.875 0.35
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328    "00329" 21.775 21.8 4.375 1.5
329    "00330" 9.025 9.05 0.225 0.225
330    "00331" 6.9 6.925 0.225 0.225
331    "00332" 14.7 14.725 3.25 1.075
332    "00333" 23.8 23.825 3.55 1.1
333    "00334" 25.775 25.8 4.9 2.6
334    "00335" 16.675 16.7 3.075 2.825
335    "00336" 13.275 13.3 0.225 0.225
336    "00337" 18.75 18.775 0.35 0.225
337    "00338" 23.875 23.9 3.475 2.1
338    "00339" 12.05 12.075 0.3 0.225
339    "00340" 10.975 11 0.25 0.225
340    "00341" 26.25 26.275 5.85 2.1
341    "00342" 7.95 7.975 0.225 0.225
342    "00343" 9.475 9.5 0.225 0.225
343    "00344" 6.325 6.35 0.225 0.225
344    "00345" 21 21.025 1.55 1.2
345    "00346" 29.1 29.125 8.125 2.475
346    "00347" 8.975 9 0.225 0.225
347    "00348" 20.05 20.075 3.15 0.875
348    "00349" 15.9 15.925 1.975 1.1
349    "00350" 16.325 16.35 0.475 0.225
350    "00351" 34.65 34.675 12.125 5.2
351    "00352" 15.25 15.275 0.7 0.4
352    "00353" 18.2 18.225 1.7 0.675
353    "00354" 4.45 4.475 0.25 0.225
354    "00355" 24.575 24.6 2.925 2.1
355    "00356" 20.75 20.775 1.375 0.4
356    "00357" 18.025 18.05 0.45 0.225
357    "00358" 7.6 7.625 0.225 0.225
358    "00359" 14.05 14.075 0.25 0.225
359    "00360" 17.575 17.6 2.85 1.275
360    "00361" 14.7 14.725 0.95 0.725
361    "00362" 24.925 24.95 5.725 2.725
362    "00363" 5.325 5.35 0.225 0.225
363    "00364" 13.65 13.675 0.4 0.225
364    "00365" 27.15 27.175 6.85 3.2
365    "00366" 12.775 12.8 0.25 0.225
366    "00367" 33.025 33.05 10.7 2.7
367    "00368" 22.3 22.325 4.8 1.625
368    "00369" 28.575 28.6 7.725 2.875
369    "00370" 11.85 11.875 0.225 0.225
370    "00371" 19.875 19.9 1.4 0.775
371    "00372" 17.2 17.225 2.575 1.525
372    "00373" 22.4 22.425 1.675 0.425
373    "00374" 10.9 10.925 0.3 0.3
374    "00375" 6.875 6.9 0.25 0.225
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375    "00376" 19.075 19.1 2.725 1.575
376    "00377" 50.75 50.775 26.55 7.275
377    "00378" 46.85 46.875 19.125 7.8
378    "00379" 21.2 21.225 3.075 1
379    "00380" 26.425 26.45 4.425 1.8
380    "00381" 38.225 38.25 16.65 5.7
381    "00382" 28.275 28.3 5.675 2.8
382    "00383" 29.4 29.425 4.65 1.775
383    "00384" 39.65 39.675 17.725 5.65
384    "00385" 41.55 41.575 20.525 9.3
385    "00386" 40.125 40.15 14.975 5.25
386    "00387" 28.375 28.4 9.2 5.425
387    "00388" 47.85 47.875 20.65 7.075
388    "00389" 21.575 21.6 0.375 0.225
389    "00390" 27.375 27.4 2.275 1.075
390    "00391" 27.2 27.225 7.8 4
391    "00392" 38.35 38.375 12.475 3.55
392    "00393" 22.3 22.325 6.7 3.375
393    "00394" 53.725 53.75 29.625 5.875
394    "00395" 30.125 30.15 5.025 2.125
395    "00396" 24.5 24.525 6.15 2.625
396    "00397" 49.75 49.775 23.675 4.45
397    "00398" 41.525 41.55 13.4 3.825
398    "00399" 48.85 48.875 22.875 7.175
399    "00400" 29.025 29.05 4.925 2.8
400    "00401" 35.025 35.05 16.85 5.7
401    "00402" 11.275 11.3 1.775 1.525
402    "00403" 4.475 4.5 0.25 0.225
403    "00404" 9.85 9.875 0.225 0.225
404    "00405" 4 4.025 0.225 0.225
405    "00406" 16.025 16.05 2.5 1.15
406    "00407" 12.325 12.35 1.625 1.4
407    "00408" 4.775 4.8 0.225 0.225
408    "00409" 2.375 2.4 0.225 0.225
409    "00410" 8.125 8.15 0.45 0.225
410    "00411" 17.05 17.075 2.6 0.875
411    "00412" 9.725 9.75 1.85 1.625
412    "00413" 6.725 6.75 0.225 0.225
413    "00414" 32.3 32.325 13.525 4.25
414    "00415" 20.675 20.7 5.125 2.475
415    "00416" 15.475 15.5 1.325 0.475
416    "00417" 13.475 13.5 1.85 1.625
417    "00418" 23.325 23.35 9.375 3.25
418    "00419" 5.925 5.95 0.225 0.225
419    "00420" 9.05 9.075 0.8 0.575
420    "00421" 6.3 6.325 0.225 0.225
421    "00422" 25.5 25.525 9.325 3.9
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422    "00423" 17.775 17.8 1.875 1.275
423    "00424" 18.95 18.975 4.025 1.725
424    "00425" 17.725 17.75 4.5 2.775
425    "00426" 10.55 10.575 0.225 0.225
426    "00427" 34.05 34.075 8.1 6.325
427    "00428" 48.925 48.95 18.45 4.275
428    "00429" 27.4 27.425 5.075 2.125
429    "00430" 44.85 44.875 17.9 9.6
430    "00431" 46.575 46.6 7.475 2.025
431    "00432" 42.15 42.175 20.075 5.2
432    "00433" 35.1 35.125 5.45 3.6
433    "00434" 39.4 39.425 11.525 2.775
434    "00435" 37.725 37.75 11.2 2.9
435    "00436" 44.725 44.75 9.25 3.4
436    "00437" 52.825 52.85 24.225 5.475
437    "00438" 43.225 43.25 6.825 2.625
438    "00439" 52.9 52.925 17.625 4.95
439    "00440" 33.775 33.8 8.65 3.9
440    "00441" 36.275 36.3 11.925 3.975
441    "00442" 45.75 45.775 16 4.425
442    "00443" 38.95 38.975 4.225 2.7
443    "00444" 49.9 49.925 12.525 3.3
444    "00445" 40.6 40.625 13.15 4.125
445    "00446" 38.2 38.225 3.475 1.2
446    "00447" 40.6 40.625 6.15 2.85
447    "00448" 43.625 43.65 6.9 2.075
448    "00449" 25.225 25.25 3.25 0.9
449    "00450" 39.4 39.425 5.125 2.35
450    "00451" 35.4 35.425 9.175 5.875
451    "00452" 12.2 12.225 0.55 0.3
452    "00453" 14.2 14.225 2.25 2.025
453    "00454" 9 9.025 0.225 0.225
454    "00455" 28.825 28.85 13.65 4.75
455    "00456" 7.1 7.125 0.55 0.3
456    "00457" 10.725 10.75 0.225 0.225
457    "00458" 3.95 3.975 0.225 0.225
458    "00459" 18.775 18.8 6.15 1.575
459    "00460" 3.2 3.225 0.225 0.225
460    "00461" 4.4 4.425 0.225 0.225
461    "00462" 15.475 15.5 2.225 1.85
462    "00463" 5.45 5.475 0.225 0.225
463    "00464" 12.375 12.4 1.75 1.525
464    "00465" 11.275 11.3 1.325 1.1
465    "00466" 16.2 16.225 3.75 1.95
466    "00467" 9.9 9.925 2.1 0.8
467    "00468" 9.075 9.1 0.225 0.225
468    "00469" 8.175 8.2 0.625 0.225
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469    "00470" 16.975 17 2.55 1.9
470    "00471" 9.95 9.975 0.5 0.25
471    "00472" 13.325 13.35 2.55 1.1
472    "00473" 14.95 14.975 1 0.725
473    "00474" 13.7 13.725 4.6 2.425
474    "00475" 12.85 12.875 2.975 1.15
475    "00476" 6.475 6.5 0.25 0.225
476    "00477" 9.9 9.925 0.425 0.225
477    "00478" 4.65 4.675 0.225 0.225
478    "00479" 76.425 76.45 29.725 5.975
479    "00480" 22.875 22.9 10.025 3.725
480    "00481" 5.475 5.5 0.225 0.225
481    "00482" 61.8 61.825 37.525 10.85
482    "00483" 28.75 28.775 13.75 9.3
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Room Room # Area (sqft) Occupant Load Factor Occupant Load Door Width Capacity Factor Exit Capacity
Office 1 194 100 2 3 36 0.2 180
Office 2 209 100 3 4 36 0.2 180
Office 3 360 100 4 5 36 0.2 180
Office 4 224 100 3 6 36 0.2 180
7 36 0.2 180
8 36 0.2 180
9 36 0.2 180
10 36 0.2 180
11 36 0.2 180
20 36 0.2 180
12 36 0.2 180
20 36 0.2 180
Restroom 8 183 100 2 15 36 0.2 180
Restroom 9 194 100 2 16 36 0.2 180
Office 10 135 100 2 14 36 0.2 180
Office 11 135 100 2 13 36 0.2 180
18 36 0.2 180
19 36 0.2 180
54 36 0.2 180
23 36 0.2 180
24 36 0.2 180
25 36 0.2 180
26 36 0.2 180
27 36 0.2 180
28 36 0.2 180
34 36 0.2 180
35 36 0.2 180
36 36 0.2 180
37 36 0.2 180
38 36 0.2 180
38 36 0.2 180
39 36 0.2 180
40 36 0.2 180
41 36 0.2 180
42 36 0.2 180
43 36 0.2 180
Restroom 19 194 100 2 44 36 0.2 180
Restroom 20 194 100 2 43 36 0.2 180
46 36 0.2 180
47 36 0.2 180
48 36 0.2 180
53 36 0.2 180
31 36 0.2 180
32 36 0.2 180
1 36 0.2 180
2 36 0.2 180
17 36 0.2 180
21 36 0.2 180
22 36 0.2 180
17 36 0.2 180
22 36 0.2 180
29 36 0.2 180
30 36 0.2 180
33 36 0.2 180
49 36 0.2 180
50 36 0.2 180
51 36 0.2 180
52 36 0.2 180
Total 482
1
27
307
13
1
6
2
17
1003066124Manufacturing Floor
10
2
3
29
20
20
Electrical Room 22 108 500
Exit/Lobby 23
Shop 17 532 100
2622 100
Office 18 168 100
Finishing Room 21 832 50
Shop 15 616 50
Storage 16 224 500
Assembly 13 984 50
Storage 14 976 50
Break Room 7 224 100
Conference Room 12 432 15
Office 5 984 100
Office 6 144 100
E. Manual Occupancy Loads/Exit Capacities
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F. Micro-Mechanics Electrical Plans
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FEATURES
• 4 Style B (Class B) Initiating Device Circuits.
• 2 Style Y (Class B) Notification Appliance Circuits.
• Complies with:
a) NFPA 71 Central Station Signaling Systems.
b) NFPA 72 Local, Auxiliary, Remote Station, and Pro-
prietary Signaling Systems.
• 24 volt model.
• Microprocessor-controlled.
• Power-limited on all circuits except Municipal Box output.
• Alarm and trouble resound.
• General Alarm operation.
• Supervisory input option.
• Waterflow input option.
• Alarm Verification option with discrimination between smoke
detectors and contact devices.
• Timed silence inhibit option.
• Notification appliance circuit disable.
• Optional module for 4 zone relays (4XZM).
• Optional transmitter module (4XTM).
• Optional supervised remote annunciator (RZA-4X). Re-
quires LED interface module (4XLM).
• Optional digital communicator (NOTI•FIRE 911A).
• Disable/enable controls per initiating zone.
• Battery/earth fault supervision.
• Last event recall feature traps unverified alarms or intermit-
tent troubles.
• One man Walk Test feature with zone change indication and
zone trouble indication.
• Fuse protection on all indicating circuits.
• 24 VDC output power, 2.25 amperes.
• 7.0 AH battery, up to 60 hours standby.
• 230 VAC, 50 Hz international option.
• 4-wire smoke detector power output.
• Non-resettable regulated 24 VDC power outputs.
• Extensive transient protection.
• Watchdog timer to supervise microprocessor.
• Slide-in labels for zone identification.
• Steel cabinet.
• Dead-front dress panel option (DP-400B).
• Trim ring (TR-2-G) for flush mount between 16" center
studs.
CIRCUITS
Input Circuits:
1. Initiating Device Circuit 1 (Style B)
2. Initiating Device Circuit 2 (Style B)
3. Initiating Device Circuit 3 (Style B)
4. Initiating Device Circuit 4 (Style B)
Output circuits (optional auxiliary relays track these  cir-
cuits):
1. Notification Appliance Circuit (Style Y).
2. Notification Appliance Circuit (Style Y).
Front Panel Control Switches:
Switch 1 Tone Silence.
Switch 2 Alarm Silence.
Switch 3 Alarm Activate (Drill).
Switch 4 System Reset.
CS118
CS733S635
421-91-E
(with gray
cabinet only.)
MEA
7165-0028:161
G. Data Sheets
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All 400 Series ionization smoke detectors include a unique dual source, dual unipolar 
chamber detection design which will sense the presence of smoke particles produced by 
fast combustion as well as slow smoldering fires. This chamber exhibits increased stability, 
significantly reduces nuisance alarms, and provides better performance at higher air 
velocities.
The 400 Series meets the performance criteria required by UL/ULC. Additional key 
features include an LED which blinks in standby and latches on to indicate an alarm. 
Detectors feature convenient field testing and sensitivity metering. The model 1400 
includes remote LED annunciator capabilities using the RA400Z.
Engineering Specifications
Smoke detector shall be an ionization type (model 1400, 1412B, or 1424) as manufactured 
by System Sensor. Wiring connections shall be made by means of SEMS screws. Detector 
will have a visible LED which will blink in standby and latch on in alarm. The detector 
shall have a sensitivity of 1.9 ± 0.6%/ft. as measured in the UL smoke box. The detector 
screen and cover should be easily removable for cleaning. It shall be possible to perform a 
sensitivity and functional test on the detector without the need of generating smoke. The 
detector shall have a mounting bracket that allows for mounting to a 31/2 ″ or 4″  octagon 
box or 4″  square electrical box.
12 or 24 volt operation
Removable cover and insect screen for 
easy cleaning
Visible LED blinks in standby, latches on  
in alarm
Twist-on mounting bracket with  
tamper option
Dual unipolar chamber design
Field sensitivity metering of detector to 
meet NFPA 72 requirements
SEMS screws for easy wiring
3-year warranty
Sealed against dirt, insects, and  
back pressure
Models Available
1400, 2-Wire
1412B, 4-Wire
1424, 4-Wire
 
Accessories
A77-716B End of line relay module,
 12/24 VDC
RA400Z Remote LED annunciator
MOD400R Sensitivity test module
CRT400 Ionization cover removal tool
RS14 Replacement screen
Product Overview 
1400 2-Wire Ionization Smoke Detector
400 Series™
Direct-Wire Ionization
Smoke Detector
C o n v e n t i o n a l  D e t e C t i o n
7271-1209:102CS308S911
427-91-E
VOL II
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Cooper-Wheelock
MIZ-24
Description
Cooper-Wheelock’s MIZ Series Piezoelectric Mini-
Horns are compact electronic alarm signals that are
Listed under UL 464 for Audible Appliances for use in
public mode Fire Protection Systems. They are ideal
for alarm signaling in individual rooms, apartments,
hotels, motels, offices - where attractive appearance,
dependable performance and economical installation
are prime concerns. MIZ Mini-Horns produce high
sound output (90 dBA at 10 feet [3.048 m] with mini-
mum current draw, 12 milliamperes at 24 volts. All
Mini-Horn models are designed for easy installation
with convenient mounting on standard single-gang
boxes. They are ruggedly constructed of high-impact
thermoplastic and are available in either fire-alarm
red or off white to blend with the room decor.
The MIZ Series Strobe-Horns are designed for maxi-
mum performance, reliability and cost-effectiveness
while meeting or exceeding the latest requirements
of NFPA 72 (the National Fire Alarm Code) and ANSI
117.1 (the American National Standard of Accessible
and Usable Buildings and Facilities).
The MIZ Series signals are available for 24 VDC and
may be used with filtered or unfiltered (full-wave rec-
tified) input voltages. MIZ Series Signals have IN/
OUT wiring terminals that accept 12 to 18 AWG wire
at each terminal. Inputs are polarized for use on
supervised circuits.
Ordering Information
 
Features
• High sound output for enhanced audibility (90 dBA
  at 10 feet [3.048 m]).
• Low current draw with low temperature compensa-
  tion to reduce power consumption and wiring costs.
• 24 VDC models with wide listed voltage range, 
  filtered DC and FWR.
• Polarized inputs for compatibility with standard
  reverse polarity type supervision of circuit wiring by
  an alarm panel.
• Low-cost installation via standard electrical boxes.
  Attractive flush or surface mounting options.
• No additional trim plate required for flush mounting.
  Fast installation with In/Out screw terminals for 12
  to 18 AWG wire.
• Compliance with RFI limits in FCC Part 15, Class B
  for compatibility with sensitive detection and com-
  munication circuits.
Model
Number Voltage
dBA @
10 Feet
Current
(Amps)
Mounting
Options*
MIZ-24-R 24 VDC 90 0.024 B, C, F, G
MIZ-24-W 24 VDC 90 0.024 B, C, F, G
Mode code suffixes: R = red plate; W = white plate.
For descriptions of Mounting Options, refer to 
Cooper-Wheelock DataSheet S7000.
* Use 3.5” (8.89 cm) deep backbox on all MIZ 
products when EMT conduit is used.
MIZ Series, MIZ-24
An ISO 9000-2000 Company
SIGNALING
E5946
APPROVED
FM
0V1A5.AY
M E A
A p p ro v e d
1 5 1 -9 2 -E  V o l.  I I
7135-0785:115
US LISTEDC ULR
CS243
MIZ-24
City of
Chicago
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Model G 
Automatic Sprinklers
Spray Upright,
Spray Pendent
And Conventional
Product Description
The Reliable Model G Automatic Sprinkler utilizes the 
center strut solder in compression principle of construc-
tion. The fusible alloy is captured in the cylinder of the 
solder capsule by a stainless steel ball. When the fusible 
alloy melts, the ball moves into the cylinder allowing the 
cylinder to fall away from the sprinkler. When this happens, 
the lever is released to spring free from the sprinkler so 
that all of the operating parts clear from the waterway al-
lowing the deflector to distribute the discharging water.
Except for the parts in the cylinder as mentioned above, 
the sprinkler components are made from copper based 
alloys for maximum corrosion protection. Lead plated, wax 
coated or wax over lead plated sprinklers are available for 
specially severe environments. Chrome plated sprinklers 
are available for decorative purposes.
All sprinklers are individually hydrostatically tested. All 
sprinklers are identified as to their fusing point by mark-
ings that appear on several of the operating parts and by 
an identifying color that appears on the frame.
Sprinkler Types
Standard Upright – This deflector configuration is normal-
ly used with exposed piping installations. Water is distrib-
uted laterally and downward in a wide pattern approximat-
ing a hemisphere which is completely and uniformly filled 
with water in the form of small drops or spray. 
Standard Pendent – This deflector configuration is nor-
mally used where the space above the piping is  limited 
or where a concealed piping installation is employed. The 
discharge characteristics of the standard pendent are 
virtually identical to the standard upright as described 
above.
Large and Small Orifi ce —By varying the orifice size, a 
large or small orifice sprinkler is created that will distrib-
ute as much as 40% more water or 65% less water than 
the normal ½” (15mm) orifice sprinkler. 
Conventional —This deflector configuration is used pri-
marily in those countries where the LPC installation rules 
have precedence. The sprinkler is designed to distribute 
a portion of its water discharge upward against the ceil-
ing with the balance downward. It may be installed in 
either the upright or the pendent position. Sprinklers with 
conventional deflectors are available with orifice sizes 
corresponding to light, ordinary and extra–high hazard 
installations.
Upright Pendent
Application and Installation
Standard sprinklers are used in fixed fire protection sys-
tems: Wet, Dry, Deluge or Preaction. Care must be exer-
cised that the orifice sizes, temperature ratings, deflector 
styles and sprinkler spacings are in accordance with the 
latest published standards of the National Fire Protection 
Association or the approving authority having jurisdiction.
The sprinklers must be installed with the Reliable Model 
D Sprinkler Wrench. Any other type of wrench may dam-
age the sprinkler.
The approvals or listings of Reliable Automatic Sprin-
klers by major approving organizations are shown in the 
tabulated list provided on the back of this bulletin.
Small Orifice Upright Conventional
Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Co., Inc., 103 Fairview Park Drive, Elmsford, New York 10523
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Model G 
Recessed 
Automatic Sprinkler
The Most Compact Attractive 
and Easily Installed Sprinkler 
Ever Designed!
Features
1. 1½” (38mm) Total adjustment provided by 
adjustable inlet versions.
2. ½” (13mm) Total adjustment provided by 
economical standard inlet version.
3. Adjustable inlet version available with either 
1” NPT male or female threads eliminating 
costly reducing coupling.
4. Small diameter escutcheon.
5. Available in brass, chrome or white finish.
6. Multiple orifice sizes for design flexibility.
7. Listed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. & 
Underwriters’ Laboratories of Canada.  Ap-
proved by Factory Mutual Research Corp. 
& Loss Prevention Council, NYC BS&A No., 
587-75-SA.
Product Description
Today’s modern buildings demand that a sprinkler not 
only provide the best fire protection but also achieve an 
attractive appearance.  Reliable’s Model G Recessed 
Sprinkler meets both criteria.  It combines the fire fighting 
capability of a proven sprinkler with the smallest practi-
cable recessing unit. Its small profile does not disrupt the 
overhead aesthetics, and yet one vertical glance upward 
gives a visual assurance of the finest in fire protection, an 
automatic sprinkler system.
The Model G Recessed Sprinkler’s threaded two-piece 
construction makes initial field installation a very easy 
task.  It allows ceilings panels to be removed without 
shutting down the fire protection thus facilitating main-
tenance of above ceiling services.  The adjustable one 
inch NPT inlet versions have one and one half inches of 
adjustment which eliminates both the normally required 
reducing coupling and the need to accurately cut drop 
nipples.  This sprinkler can be adjusted after the ceil-
ing is in place and even while the system is pressurized 
eliminating the final corrections to pipe hangers or ceil-
ings that might otherwise be required.
The Reliable Model G Automatic Sprinkler is the heart 
of the Recessed Sprinkler.  This sprinkler utilizes the cen-
ter strut solder in compression principle of construction. 
The fusible alloy, captured in the cylinder of a small sol-
der capsule by a stainless steel ball, acts as the trigger of 
the sprinkler.  When the fusible alloy melts, the sprinkler 
operating parts spring free from the sprinkler clearing the 
waterway and allowing the deflector to distribute the dis-
charging water.
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H. Inspection Form
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I. Sprinkler Cover Sheet
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J. Sprinkler Plans
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K. Updated Sprinkler Drawings
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L. Reflected Ceiling Plan (Office Area)
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M. Hydrant Locations
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N. Flow Test (Hydrant 2)
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O. Flow Test (Hydrant 3)
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P. Flow Test (Hydrant 5)
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Hydraulic Summary
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Job Number: 1
Node Flow(gpm)
Total Hose Streams
500.00
Safety MarginRequiredAvailable
Node
Hose Flow Static Residual Flow Total Demand
(gpm) (psi) (psi) (gpm) (psi) (gpm) (psi) (psi)@@Name
27 76.198 75.239 0.9582566.00500.00 50.00083.000 1092.75Water Supply
Design EngineerJob Number
Total Water Required (Including Hose Allowance)
1092.75
Maximum Pressure Unbalance In Loops
0.000
Additional Hose Supplies
500.00
Hose Allowance At Source
Supplies
898.26gal
Ordinary Group II
0.180gpm/ft²
85.33ft²
3000.00ft² (Actual 3039.00ft²)
36
Occupancy
Area of Application
Coverage Per SprinklerNumber Of Sprinklers Calculated
Density
Job Suffix
AutoPeak Results: Pressure For Remote Area(s) Adjacent To Most Remote Area
Left: 75.137 Right: 75.078
Volume capacity of Dry PipesVolume capacity of Wet Pipes
6.53 between nodes 27 and 26
Maximum Velocity Under Ground
17.64 between nodes 41 and 40
Maximum Velocity Above Ground
5.62 K-Factor   15.36 at  7.470
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
System
Job Site/Building
AHJ
Drawing2
Job
State Certification/License NumberJob Name:
1
Contractor
Contractor Number
Name of Contractor:
Address 1
Address 2
Contact Name Contact Title
ExtensionPhone
FAX
E-mail
Web-SiteAddress 3
Address 1
Address 2
Drawing Name
MicroMechanics
System Flow Demand
592.75
Remote Area(s)
Address 3
3/17/2014© M.E.P.CAD, Inc. Page 1AutoSPRINK® VR11 v11.0.30.0  8:22:10PM
Q. Hydraulic Comparison
106
Hydraulic Graph
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Job Number: 1
System Demand (Including Hose Allowance at Source)
System Demand
50.000 @ 2566.00
Residual: Pressure
83.000
Static: Pressure
Water Supply at Node 27
Hydraulic Graph
Water Supply at Node 27
75.239 @ 592.75
75.239 @ 1092.75
Available Pressure at Time of Test
76.198 @ 1092.75
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Device (gpm)
Actual Flow Minimum Flow
(gpm) (K)
K-Factor
(psi)
Pressure
Summary Of Outflowing Devices
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Job Number: 1
Sprinkler 101 15.36 15.36 5.62 7.470
Sprinkler 102 15.36 15.36 5.62 7.472
Sprinkler 103 15.40 15.36 5.62 7.511
Sprinkler 104 15.40 15.36 5.62 7.512
Sprinkler 105 15.41 15.36 5.62 7.517
Sprinkler 106 15.41 15.36 5.62 7.520
Sprinkler 107 15.45 15.36 5.62 7.560
Sprinkler 108 15.49 15.36 5.62 7.597
Sprinkler 109 15.51 15.36 5.62 7.613
Sprinkler 110 15.68 15.36 5.62 7.783
Sprinkler 111 15.71 15.36 5.62 7.818
Sprinkler 112 15.73 15.36 5.62 7.838
Sprinkler 113 15.74 15.36 5.62 7.839
Sprinkler 114 15.74 15.36 5.62 7.841
Sprinkler 115 15.76 15.36 5.62 7.863
Sprinkler 116 15.76 15.36 5.62 7.868
Sprinkler 117 15.82 15.36 5.62 7.919
Sprinkler 118 15.87 15.36 5.62 7.973
Sprinkler 119 16.03 15.36 5.62 8.134
Sprinkler 120 16.12 15.36 5.62 8.228
Sprinkler 121 16.58 15.36 5.62 8.704
Sprinkler 122 16.58 15.36 5.62 8.708
Sprinkler 123 16.63 15.36 5.62 8.760
Sprinkler 124 16.64 15.36 5.62 8.768
Sprinkler 125 16.65 15.36 5.62 8.781
Sprinkler 126 16.76 15.36 5.62 8.897
Sprinkler 127 16.85 15.36 5.62 8.992
Sprinkler 128 17.05 15.36 5.62 9.205
Sprinkler 129 18.11 15.36 5.62 10.386
Sprinkler 130 18.12 15.36 5.62 10.394
Sprinkler 131 18.18 15.36 5.62 10.461
Sprinkler 132 18.20 15.36 5.62 10.487
Sprinkler 133 18.21 15.36 5.62 10.500
Sprinkler 134 18.36 15.36 5.62 10.669
Sprinkler 135 18.36 15.36 5.62 10.678
Sprinkler 136 18.70 15.36 5.62 11.068
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
• • • • • Route 1 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.36 5.70 0.079855 0'-11¾ 0.478
101 16'-5½ 15.36 5.62 7.470 5'-0 0.426
1 15'-5½ 8.373 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 7.36 1.58 0.005390 8'-0 0.043
1 15'-5½ 8.373
2 15'-5½ 8.416 8'-0
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 22.77 4.88 0.043491 8'-0 0.348
2 15'-5½ 15.40 8.416
3 15'-5½ 8.764 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 3
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 38.50 8.26 0.114962 8'-0 0.920
3 15'-5½ 15.74 8.764
4 15'-5½ 9.684 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 13
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 55.08 11.82 0.223021 8'-0 1.784
4 15'-5½ 16.58 9.684
5 15'-5½ 11.468 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 22
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 73.20 15.70 0.377418 60'-0 24.910
5 15'-5½ 18.12 11.468 6'-0 0.000
6 15'-5½ 36.378 66'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 30
C(6'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 73.20 2.81 0.005737 10'-8 0.061
6 15'-5½ 36.378 -0.121
7 15'-9 36.318 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 146.32 5.62 0.020659 10'-8 0.220
7 15'-9 73.12 36.318 -0.121
8 16'-0¼ 36.417 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 2
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 219.48 8.44 0.043738 10'-8 0.467
8 16'-0¼ 73.15 36.417 -0.070
9 16'-2¼ 36.813 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 7
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 292.84 11.26 0.074568 10'-8 0.795
9 16'-2¼ 73.36 36.813 -0.007
10 16'-2½ 37.602 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 10
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 312.80 12.02 0.084243 10'-8 0.899
10 16'-2½ 19.96 37.602 -0.006
11 16'-2¾ 38.494 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 43
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 330.51 12.70 0.093275 10'-8 0.995
11 16'-2¾ 17.70 38.494 -0.006
12 16'-2¾ 39.482 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 53
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 346.43 13.32 0.101759 10'-8 1.085
12 16'-2¾ 15.92 39.482 -0.006
13 16'-3 40.561 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 5
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 361.10 13.88 0.109874 10'-8 1.172
13 16'-3 14.67 40.561 -0.006
14 16'-3¼ 41.727 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 46
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 375.08 14.42 0.117873 10'-8 1.257
14 16'-3¼ 13.98 41.727 -0.007
15 16'-3¼ 42.978 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 45
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 388.97 14.95 0.126073 10'-8 1.345
15 16'-3¼ 13.89 42.978 -0.006
16 16'-3½ 44.316 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 52
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 403.34 15.50 0.134828 10'-8 1.438
16 16'-3½ 14.38 44.316 -0.006
17 16'-3¾ 45.748 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 48
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 418.75 16.10 0.144512 10'-8 1.541
17 16'-3¾ 15.41 45.748 -0.007
18 16'-4 47.282 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 47
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 428.53 16.47 0.150816 10'-8 1.609
18 16'-4 9.78 47.282 -0.007
19 16'-4 48.884 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 51
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 441.66 16.98 0.159477 10'-8 1.701
19 16'-4 13.13 48.884 -0.007
20 16'-4¼ 50.577 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 44
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 457.70 17.59 0.170354 7'-3¾ 4.681
20 16'-4¼ 16.04 50.577 20'-2 -0.005
21 16'-4½ 55.254 27'-5¾
120
Flow (q) from Route 49
C(20'-2)
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 4.2600 592.75 13.34 0.074686 14'-9½ 1.773
21 16'-4½ 135.05 55.254 8'-11½
22 16'-4½ 57.027 23'-9
120
Flow (q) from Route 37
fE(8'-11½)
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 4.2600 592.75 13.34 0.074686 16'-4½ 1.223
22 16'-4½ 57.027 7.097
23 0'-0 65.347 16'-4½
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
UG 6.4000 592.75 5.91 0.007736 10'-0¾ 0.265
23 0'-0 65.347 24'-2¼ 1.760
24 -4'-0¾ 67.371 34'-3
140
E(24'-2¼)
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Pf
Pe
Pv
UG 6.0900 592.75 6.53 0.008671 183'-2 1.962
24 -4'-0¾ 67.371 43'-1¾
25 -4'-0¾ 69.334 226'-3¾
150
2E(21'-6¾)
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 6.3570 592.75 5.99 0.010632 12'-0 7.368
25 -4'-0¾ 69.334 52'-9¾ 0.000
26 -4'-0¾ 76.702 64'-9¾
120
3E(17'-7¼), BFP(-6.679)
Pf
Pe
Pv
UG 6.0900 592.75 6.53 0.008671 19'-9 0.732
26 -4'-0¾ 76.702 64'-8½ -2.195
27 1'-0 75.239 84'-5½
150
3E(21'-6¾), S
1092.75
500.00 Hose Allowance At Source
27
• • • • • Route 2 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.36 5.70 0.079874 0'-11¾ 0.478
102 16'-8¾ 15.36 5.62 7.472 5'-0 0.426
28 15'-9 8.375 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 7.29 1.56 0.005292 8'-0 0.042
28 15'-9 8.375
29 15'-9 8.418 8'-0
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 22.69 4.87 0.043241 8'-0 0.346
29 15'-9 15.40 8.418
30 15'-9 8.763 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 4
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 38.43 8.24 0.114567 8'-0 0.917
30 15'-9 15.73 8.763
31 15'-9 9.680 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 12
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 55.01 11.80 0.222459 8'-0 1.780
31 15'-9 16.58 9.680
32 15'-9 11.460 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 21
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 73.12 15.68 0.376636 60'-0 24.858
32 15'-9 18.11 11.460 6'-0
7 15'-9 36.318 66'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 29
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 3 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.40 5.72 0.080257 0'-11¾ 0.480
103 16'-5½ 15.40 5.62 7.511 5'-0 0.426
2 15'-5½ 8.416 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 4 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.40 5.72 0.080269 0'-11¾ 0.480
104 16'-8¾ 15.40 5.62 7.512 5'-0 0.426
29 15'-9 8.418 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 5 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.41 5.72 0.080323 0'-11¾ 0.480
105 16'-5½ 15.41 5.62 7.517 5'-0 0.426
33 15'-5½ 8.423 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 23.41 5.02 0.045779 8'-0 0.366
33 15'-5½ 8.00 8.423
34 15'-5½ 8.790 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 57
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 39.16 8.40 0.118655 8'-0 0.949
34 15'-5½ 15.76 8.790
35 15'-5½ 9.739 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 15
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 55.80 11.97 0.228391 8'-0 1.827
35 15'-5½ 16.63 9.739
36 15'-5½ 11.566 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 23
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 74.00 15.87 0.385022 35'-6½ 15.994
36 15'-5½ 18.20 11.566 6'-0 0.000
37 15'-5½ 27.560 41'-6½
120
Flow (q) from Route 32
C(6'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 2.6350 74.00 4.35 0.016500 10'-8 0.176
37 15'-5½ 27.560 -0.121
38 15'-9 27.615 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 148.09 8.71 0.059559 10'-8 0.636
38 15'-9 74.10 27.615 -0.121
39 16'-0¼ 28.129 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 6
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 223.03 13.12 0.127031 10'-8 1.356
39 16'-0¼ 74.93 28.129 -0.159
40 16'-4¾ 29.327 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 9
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 299.91 17.64 0.219721 10'-8 2.344
40 16'-4¾ 76.88 29.327 0.003
41 16'-4¾ 31.673 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 14
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 279.94 16.47 0.193435 10'-8 2.063
41 16'-4¾ 31.673 0.004
42 16'-4½ 33.740 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 262.24 15.43 0.171414 10'-8 1.828
42 16'-4½ 33.740 0.004
43 16'-4½ 35.573 10'-8
120
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 15.92 3.42 0.022453 159'-6½ 3.852
43 16'-4½ 35.573 12'-0 0.058
12 16'-2¾ 39.482 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 6 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.41 5.72 0.080350 0'-11¾ 0.481
106 16'-8¾ 15.41 5.62 7.520 5'-0 0.426
44 15'-9 8.426 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 23.48 5.04 0.046057 8'-0 0.368
44 15'-9 8.07 8.426
45 15'-9 8.795 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 56
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 39.25 8.42 0.119114 8'-0 0.953
45 15'-9 15.76 8.795
46 15'-9 9.748 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 16
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 55.89 11.99 0.229071 8'-0 1.833
46 15'-9 16.64 9.748
47 15'-9 11.580 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 24
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 74.10 15.89 0.385998 35'-6½ 16.035
47 15'-9 18.21 11.580 6'-0
38 15'-9 27.615 41'-6½
120
Flow (q) from Route 33
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 7 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.45 5.74 0.080748 0'-11¾ 0.483
107 17'-0 15.45 5.62 7.560 5'-0 0.426
48 16'-0¼ 8.469 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 7.02 1.51 0.004930 8'-0 0.039
48 16'-0¼ 8.469
49 16'-0¼ 8.508 8'-0
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 22.51 4.83 0.042586 8'-0 0.341
49 16'-0¼ 15.49 8.508
50 16'-0¼ 8.849 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 8
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 38.32 8.22 0.113985 8'-0 0.912
50 16'-0¼ 15.82 8.849
51 16'-0¼ 9.761 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 17
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 54.98 11.79 0.222212 8'-0 1.778
51 16'-0¼ 16.65 9.761
52 16'-0¼ 11.539 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 25
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 73.15 15.69 0.376941 60'-0 24.878
52 16'-0¼ 18.18 11.539 6'-0
8 16'-0¼ 36.417 66'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 31
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 8 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.49 5.75 0.081116 0'-11¾ 0.485
108 17'-0 15.49 5.62 7.597 5'-0 0.426
49 16'-0¼ 8.508 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 9 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.51 5.76 0.081266 0'-11¾ 0.486
109 17'-0 15.51 5.62 7.613 5'-0 0.426
53 16'-0¼ 8.524 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 23.94 5.14 0.047739 8'-0 0.382
53 16'-0¼ 8.44 8.524
54 16'-0¼ 8.906 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 55
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 39.81 8.54 0.122304 8'-0 0.978
54 16'-0¼ 15.87 8.906
55 16'-0¼ 9.885 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 18
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 56.57 12.14 0.234309 8'-0 1.874
55 16'-0¼ 16.76 9.885
56 16'-0¼ 11.759 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 26
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 74.93 16.07 0.394068 35'-6½ 16.370
56 16'-0¼ 18.36 11.759 6'-0
39 16'-0¼ 28.129 41'-6½
120
Flow (q) from Route 34
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 10 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.68 5.82 0.082943 0'-11¾ 0.496
110 17'-3½ 15.68 5.62 7.783 5'-0 0.426
57 16'-3¾ 8.704 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 6.40 1.37 0.004163 8'-0 0.033
57 16'-3¾ 8.704 0.004
58 16'-3½ 8.742 8'-0
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 22.12 4.74 0.041233 8'-0 0.330
58 16'-3½ 15.71 8.742 0.004
59 16'-3½ 9.076 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 11
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 38.15 8.18 0.113017 8'-0 0.904
59 16'-3½ 16.03 9.076 0.004
60 16'-3¼ 9.985 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 19
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 55.00 11.80 0.222387 8'-0 1.779
60 16'-3¼ 16.85 9.985 0.004
61 16'-3¼ 11.769 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 27
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 73.36 15.74 0.378957 60'-0 25.011
61 16'-3¼ 18.36 11.769 6'-0 0.033
9 16'-2¼ 36.813 66'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 35
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 11 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.71 5.83 0.083294 0'-11¾ 0.498
111 17'-3¼ 15.71 5.62 7.818 5'-0 0.426
58 16'-3½ 8.742 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 12 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.73 5.84 0.083492 0'-11¾ 0.499
112 16'-8¾ 15.73 5.62 7.838 5'-0 0.426
30 15'-9 8.763 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 13 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.74 5.84 0.083499 0'-11¾ 0.499
113 16'-5½ 15.74 5.62 7.839 5'-0 0.426
3 15'-5½ 8.764 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 14 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.74 5.84 0.083517 0'-11¾ 0.500
114 17'-3½ 15.74 5.62 7.841 5'-0 0.426
62 16'-3¾ 8.766 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 25.01 5.36 0.051758 8'-0 0.414
62 16'-3¾ 9.27 8.766 -0.004
63 16'-4 9.176 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 54
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 41.13 8.82 0.129914 8'-0 1.039
63 16'-4 16.12 9.176 -0.004
64 16'-4 10.211 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 20
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 58.18 12.48 0.246778 8'-0 1.974
64 16'-4 17.05 10.211 -0.004
65 16'-4¼ 12.180 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 28
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 76.88 16.49 0.413225 35'-6½ 17.166
65 16'-4¼ 18.70 12.180 6'-0 -0.020
40 16'-4¾ 29.327 41'-6½
120
Flow (q) from Route 36
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 15 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.76 5.85 0.083736 0'-11¾ 0.501
115 16'-5½ 15.76 5.62 7.863 5'-0 0.426
34 15'-5½ 8.790 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 16 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.76 5.85 0.083783 0'-11¾ 0.501
116 16'-8¾ 15.76 5.62 7.868 5'-0 0.426
45 15'-9 8.795 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 17 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.82 5.87 0.084289 0'-11¾ 0.504
117 17'-0 15.82 5.62 7.919 5'-0 0.426
50 16'-0¼ 8.849 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 18 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.87 5.89 0.084821 0'-11¾ 0.507
118 17'-0 15.87 5.62 7.973 5'-0 0.426
54 16'-0¼ 8.906 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 19 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.03 5.95 0.086401 0'-11¾ 0.517
119 17'-3¼ 16.03 5.62 8.134 5'-0 0.426
59 16'-3½ 9.076 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 20 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.12 5.98 0.087322 0'-11¾ 0.522
120 17'-3¾ 16.12 5.62 8.228 5'-0 0.426
63 16'-4 9.176 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 21 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.58 6.16 0.091988 0'-11¾ 0.550
121 16'-8¾ 16.58 5.62 8.704 5'-0 0.426
31 15'-9 9.680 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 22 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.58 6.16 0.092024 0'-11¾ 0.550
122 16'-5½ 16.58 5.62 8.708 5'-0 0.426
4 15'-5½ 9.684 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 23 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.63 6.17 0.092532 0'-11¾ 0.554
123 16'-5½ 16.63 5.62 8.760 5'-0 0.426
35 15'-5½ 9.739 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 24 • • • • •
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.64 6.18 0.092613 0'-11¾ 0.554
124 16'-8¾ 16.64 5.62 8.768 5'-0 0.426
46 15'-9 9.748 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 25 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.65 6.18 0.092736 0'-11¾ 0.555
125 17'-0 16.65 5.62 8.781 5'-0 0.426
51 16'-0¼ 9.761 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 26 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.76 6.22 0.093877 0'-11¾ 0.562
126 17'-0 16.76 5.62 8.897 5'-0 0.426
55 16'-0¼ 9.885 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 27 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.85 6.26 0.094802 0'-11¾ 0.567
127 17'-3 16.85 5.62 8.992 5'-0 0.426
60 16'-3¼ 9.985 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 28 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 17.05 6.33 0.096879 0'-11¾ 0.580
128 17'-3¾ 17.05 5.62 9.205 5'-0 0.426
64 16'-4 10.211 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 29 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 18.11 6.72 0.108319 0'-11¾ 0.648
129 16'-8¾ 18.11 5.62 10.386 5'-0 0.426
32 15'-9 11.460 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 30 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 18.12 6.73 0.108396 0'-11¾ 0.648
130 16'-5½ 18.12 5.62 10.394 5'-0 0.426
5 15'-5½ 11.468 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 31 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 18.18 6.75 0.109039 0'-11¾ 0.652
131 17'-0 18.18 5.62 10.461 5'-0 0.426
52 16'-0¼ 11.539 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 32 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 18.20 6.76 0.109289 0'-11¾ 0.654
132 16'-5½ 18.20 5.62 10.487 5'-0 0.426
36 15'-5½ 11.566 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 33 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 18.21 6.76 0.109418 0'-11¾ 0.655
133 16'-8¾ 18.21 5.62 10.500 5'-0 0.426
47 15'-9 11.580 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 34 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 18.36 6.81 0.111048 0'-11¾ 0.664
134 17'-0 18.36 5.62 10.669 5'-0 0.426
56 16'-0¼ 11.759 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 35 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 18.36 6.82 0.111134 0'-11¾ 0.665
135 17'-3 18.36 5.62 10.678 5'-0 0.426
61 16'-3¼ 11.769 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 36 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 18.70 6.94 0.114878 0'-11¾ 0.687
136 17'-4 18.70 5.62 11.068 5'-0 0.426
65 16'-4¼ 12.180 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 37 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 111.07 4.27 0.012406 10'-8 0.132
66 16'-4¾ 88.02 54.693 0.007
67 16'-4½ 54.833 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 38
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 135.05 5.19 0.017811 3'-4¼ 0.419
67 16'-4½ 23.98 54.833 20'-2 0.002
21 16'-4½ 55.254 23'-6
120
Flow (q) from Route 50
C(20'-2)
• • • • • Route 38 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 21.82 4.68 0.040214 136'-2½ 5.960
68 15'-11 43.59 48.774 12'-0 -0.000
69 15'-11 54.734 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0), Flow (q) from Route 59
C(6'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 43.59 1.68 0.002198 12'-0 0.026
69 15'-11 21.77 54.734 -0.145
70 16'-3 54.616 12'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 39
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 65.61 2.52 0.004684 11'-4 0.053
70 16'-3 22.02 54.616 -0.069
71 16'-5 54.600 11'-4
120
Flow (q) from Route 41
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 88.02 3.38 0.008068 10'-8 0.086
71 16'-5 22.42 54.600 0.007
66 16'-4¾ 54.693 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 42
• • • • • Route 39 • • • • •
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 2.6350 21.77 1.28 0.001715 12'-0 0.021
68 15'-11 43.59 48.774 0.144
72 15'-7 48.938 12'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 59
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 21.77 4.67 0.040026 136'-2½ 5.932
72 15'-7 48.938 12'-0 0.001
73 15'-7 54.871 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 21.77 0.84 0.000608 12'-0 0.007
73 15'-7 54.871 -0.145
69 15'-11 54.734 12'-0
120
• • • • • Route 40 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 23.04 4.94 0.044481 136'-2½ 6.592
74 16'-4¾ 111.07 48.101 12'-0
66 16'-4¾ 54.693 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0), Flow (q) from Route 58
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 41 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 88.02 5.18 0.022749 10'-8 0.243
74 16'-4¾ 111.07 48.101 -0.007
75 16'-5 48.336 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 58
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 2.6350 65.61 3.86 0.013208 11'-4 0.150
75 16'-5 48.336 0.069
76 16'-3 48.555 11'-4
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 22.02 4.72 0.040894 136'-2½ 6.061
76 16'-3 48.555 12'-0 -0.000
70 16'-3 54.616 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 42 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 22.42 4.81 0.042263 136'-2½ 6.264
75 16'-5 48.336 12'-0
71 16'-5 54.600 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 43 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 19.96 4.28 0.034102 159'-6½ 5.850
41 16'-4¾ 31.673 12'-0 0.079
10 16'-2½ 37.602 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 44 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 246.32 14.49 0.152656 10'-8 1.628
43 16'-4½ 35.573 0.004
77 16'-4¼ 37.206 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 231.65 13.63 0.136264 10'-8 1.453
77 16'-4¼ 37.206 0.004
78 16'-4¼ 38.663 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 217.67 12.81 0.121441 10'-8 1.295
78 16'-4¼ 38.663 0.003
79 16'-4 39.962 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 203.78 11.99 0.107498 10'-8 1.147
79 16'-4 39.962 0.005
80 16'-4 41.114 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
FM 2.6350 189.40 11.14 0.093891 10'-8 1.002
80 16'-4 41.114 0.004
81 16'-3¾ 42.120 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 2.6350 174.00 10.24 0.080250 34'-0 3.676
81 16'-3¾ 42.120 11'-9¾ -0.003
82 16'-4 45.793 45'-9¾
120
2fE(5'-10¾)
Pf
Pe
Pv
FM 2.6350 164.22 9.66 0.072107 10'-8 0.769
82 16'-4 45.793 -0.007
83 16'-4 46.555 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 13.13 2.82 0.015715 136'-2½ 2.329
83 16'-4 46.555 12'-0 -0.000
19 16'-4 48.884 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 45 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 13.98 3.00 0.017647 159'-6½ 3.027
78 16'-4¼ 38.663 12'-0 0.036
14 16'-3¼ 41.727 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 46 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 14.67 3.15 0.019288 159'-6½ 3.309
77 16'-4¼ 37.206 12'-0 0.047
13 16'-3 40.561 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 47 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 15.41 3.31 0.021126 159'-6½ 3.624
81 16'-3¾ 42.120 12'-0 0.004
17 16'-3¾ 45.748 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 48 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 14.38 3.08 0.018581 159'-6½ 3.187
80 16'-4 41.114 12'-0 0.015
16 16'-3½ 44.316 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 49 • • • • •
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 151.09 8.89 0.061804 10'-8 0.659
83 16'-4 46.555 -0.007
84 16'-4¼ 47.207 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 16.04 3.44 0.022744 136'-2½ 3.371
84 16'-4¼ 47.207 12'-0
20 16'-4¼ 50.577 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 50 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 135.05 7.95 0.050219 10'-8 0.536
84 16'-4¼ 47.207 -0.007
85 16'-4½ 47.735 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 23.98 5.14 0.047891 136'-2½ 7.098
85 16'-4½ 47.735 12'-0
67 16'-4½ 54.833 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0)
T(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 51 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 9.78 2.10 0.009108 139'-6½ 1.490
82 16'-4 45.793 24'-0 -0.000
18 16'-4 47.282 163'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
4E(3'-0), C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 52 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 13.89 2.98 0.017426 159'-6½ 2.989
79 16'-4 39.962 12'-0 0.026
15 16'-3¼ 42.978 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 53 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 17.70 3.80 0.027312 159'-6½ 4.685
42 16'-4½ 33.740 12'-0 0.068
11 16'-2¾ 38.494 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 54 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 9.27 1.99 0.008258 8'-0 0.066
57 16'-3¾ 8.704 -0.004
62 16'-3¾ 8.766 8'-0
120
• • • • • Route 55 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 8.44 1.81 0.006930 8'-0 0.055
48 16'-0¼ 8.469
53 16'-0¼ 8.524 8'-0
120
• • • • • Route 56 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 8.07 1.73 0.006386 8'-0 0.051
28 15'-9 8.375
44 15'-9 8.426 8'-0
120
• • • • • Route 57 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 8.00 1.72 0.006278 8'-0 0.050
1 15'-5½ 8.373
33 15'-5½ 8.423 8'-0
120
• • • • • Route 58 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 2.6350 111.07 6.53 0.034977 10'-8 0.373
85 16'-4½ 47.735 -0.007
74 16'-4¾ 48.101 10'-8
120
• • • • • Route 59 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 2.6350 43.59 2.56 0.006198 12'-0 0.074
76 16'-3 48.555 0.145
68 15'-11 48.774 12'-0
120
1.51
4.87 
)( 1501.331401.161300.713100
Equivalent Pipe Lengths of Valves and Fittings (C=120 only)
Actual Inside Diameter
Schedule 40 Steel Pipe Inside Diameter = Factor
C Value Multiplier
Value Of C
Multiplying Factor
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Pipe Type Legend
AO Arm-Over
BL Branch Line
CM Cross Main
DN Drain
DR Drop
DY Dynamic
FM Feed Main
FR Feed Riser
MS Miscellaneous
OR Outrigger
RN Riser Nipple
SP Sprig
ST Stand Pipe
UG Underground
Units Legend
Diameter Inch
Elevation Foot
Flow gpm
Discharge gpm
Velocity fps
Pressure psi
Length Foot
Friction Loss psi/Foot
HWC Hazen-Williams Constant
Pt Total pressure at a point in a pipe
Pn Normal pressure at a point in a pipe
Pf Pressure loss due to friction between points
Pe Pressure due to elevation difference between indicated points
Pv Velocity pressure at a point in a pipe
Fittings Legend
ALV Alarm Valve
AngV Angle Valve
b Bushing
BalV Ball Valve
BFP Backflow Preventer
BV Butterfly Valve
C Cross Flow Turn 90°
cplg Coupling
Cr Cross Run
CV Check Valve
DelV Deluge Valve
DPV Dry Pipe Valve
E 90° Elbow
EE 45° Elbow
Ee1 11¼° Elbow
Ee2 22½° Elbow
f Flow Device
fd Flex Drop
FDC Fire Department Connection
fE 90° FireLock(TM) Elbow
fEE 45° FireLock(TM) Elbow
flg Flange
FN Floating Node
fT FireLock(TM) Tee
g Gauge
GloV Globe Valve
GV Gate Valve
Ho Hose
Hose Hose
HV Hose Valve
Hyd Hydrant
LtE Long Turn Elbow
mecT Mechanical Tee
Noz Nozzle
P1 Pump In
P2 Pump Out
PIV Post Indicating Valve
PO Pipe Outlet
PRV Pressure Reducing Valve
PrV Pressure Relief Valve
red Reducer/Adapter
S Supply
sCV Swing Check Valve
Spr Sprinkler
St Strainer
T Tee Flow Turn 90°
Tr Tee Run
U Union
WirF Wirsbo
WMV Water Meter Valve
Z Cap
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Flow Diagram (Top View)
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Job Number: 1
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Flow Diagram (Isometric View)
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Job Number: 1
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Hydraulic Summary
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Job Number: 1
Node Flow(gpm)
Total Hose Streams
250.00
Safety MarginRequiredAvailable
Node
Hose Flow Static Residual Flow Total Demand
(gpm) (psi) (psi) (gpm) (psi) (gpm) (psi) (psi)@@Name
26 77.088 71.559 5.5291360.00250.00 65.00085.000 823.86Water Supply
Design EngineerJob Number
Total Water Required (Including Hose Allowance)
823.86
Maximum Pressure Unbalance In Loops
0.000
Additional Hose Supplies
250.00
Hose Allowance At Source
Supplies
898.26gal
Ordinary Group II
0.170gpm/ft²
85.33ft²
3000.00ft² (Actual 3039.00ft²)
36
Occupancy
Area of Application
Coverage Per SprinklerNumber Of Sprinklers Calculated
Density
Job Suffix
AutoPeak Results: Pressure For Remote Area(s) Adjacent To Most Remote Area
Left: 71.461 Right: 71.421
Volume capacity of Dry PipesVolume capacity of Wet Pipes
6.32 between nodes 26 and 25
Maximum Velocity Under Ground
17.08 between nodes 41 and 40
Maximum Velocity Above Ground
5.62 K-Factor   14.87 at  7.000
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
System
Job Site/Building
AHJ
Drawing2
Job
State Certification/License NumberJob Name:
1
Contractor
Contractor Number
Name of Contractor:
Address 1
Address 2
Contact Name Contact Title
ExtensionPhone
FAX
E-mail
Web-SiteAddress 3
Address 1
Address 2
Drawing Name
MicroMechanics
System Flow Demand
573.86
Remote Area(s)
Address 3
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R. New Hydraulic Calculations
119
Hydraulic Graph
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Job Number: 1
System Demand (Including Hose Allowance at Source)
System Demand
65.000 @ 1360.00
Residual: Pressure
85.000
Static: Pressure
Water Supply at Node 26
Hydraulic Graph
Water Supply at Node 26
71.559 @ 573.86
71.559 @ 823.86
Available Pressure at Time of Test
77.088 @ 823.86
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Device (gpm)
Actual Flow Minimum Flow
(gpm) (K)
K-Factor
(psi)
Pressure
Summary Of Outflowing Devices
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Job Number: 1
Sprinkler 101 14.87 14.51 5.62 7.000
Sprinkler 102 14.87 14.51 5.62 7.000
Sprinkler 103 14.91 14.51 5.62 7.038
Sprinkler 104 14.91 14.51 5.62 7.038
Sprinkler 105 14.92 14.51 5.62 7.045
Sprinkler 106 14.92 14.51 5.62 7.045
Sprinkler 107 14.96 14.51 5.62 7.081
Sprinkler 108 14.99 14.51 5.62 7.116
Sprinkler 109 15.01 14.51 5.62 7.130
Sprinkler 110 15.17 14.51 5.62 7.288
Sprinkler 111 15.21 14.51 5.62 7.322
Sprinkler 112 15.23 14.51 5.62 7.343
Sprinkler 113 15.23 14.51 5.62 7.345
Sprinkler 114 15.23 14.51 5.62 7.348
Sprinkler 115 15.26 14.51 5.62 7.370
Sprinkler 116 15.26 14.51 5.62 7.373
Sprinkler 117 15.31 14.51 5.62 7.419
Sprinkler 118 15.36 14.51 5.62 7.470
Sprinkler 119 15.51 14.51 5.62 7.619
Sprinkler 120 15.60 14.51 5.62 7.706
Sprinkler 121 16.05 14.51 5.62 8.160
Sprinkler 122 16.06 14.51 5.62 8.165
Sprinkler 123 16.11 14.51 5.62 8.215
Sprinkler 124 16.11 14.51 5.62 8.220
Sprinkler 125 16.12 14.51 5.62 8.230
Sprinkler 126 16.23 14.51 5.62 8.340
Sprinkler 127 16.31 14.51 5.62 8.427
Sprinkler 128 16.51 14.51 5.62 8.626
Sprinkler 129 17.54 14.51 5.62 9.743
Sprinkler 130 17.55 14.51 5.62 9.753
Sprinkler 131 17.60 14.51 5.62 9.811
Sprinkler 132 17.63 14.51 5.62 9.841
Sprinkler 133 17.64 14.51 5.62 9.851
Sprinkler 134 17.78 14.51 5.62 10.007
Sprinkler 135 17.78 14.51 5.62 10.014
Sprinkler 136 18.10 14.51 5.62 10.378
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
• • • • • Route 1 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 14.87 5.52 0.075198 0'-11¾ 0.450
101 16'-8¾ 14.87 5.62 7.000 5'-0 0.426
1 15'-9 7.875 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 7.06 1.51 0.004982 8'-0 0.040
1 15'-9 7.875
2 15'-9 7.915 8'-0
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 21.97 4.71 0.040710 8'-0 0.326
2 15'-9 14.91 7.915
3 15'-9 8.241 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 3
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 37.20 7.98 0.107868 8'-0 0.863
3 15'-9 15.23 8.241
4 15'-9 9.104 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 13
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 53.25 11.42 0.209486 8'-0 1.676
4 15'-9 16.05 9.104
5 15'-9 10.780 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 21
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 70.79 15.19 0.354761 60'-0 23.414
5 15'-9 17.54 10.780 6'-0
6 15'-9 34.194 66'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 29
C(6'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 141.68 5.45 0.019461 10'-8 0.208
6 15'-9 70.88 34.194 -0.121
7 16'-0¼ 34.280 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 2
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 212.49 8.17 0.041197 10'-8 0.439
7 16'-0¼ 70.82 34.280 -0.070
8 16'-2¼ 34.650 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 7
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 283.51 10.90 0.070232 10'-8 0.749
8 16'-2¼ 71.02 34.650 -0.007
9 16'-2½ 35.392 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 10
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 302.83 11.64 0.079344 10'-8 0.846
9 16'-2½ 19.32 35.392 -0.006
10 16'-2¾ 36.232 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 43
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 319.97 12.30 0.087850 10'-8 0.937
10 16'-2¾ 17.14 36.232 -0.006
11 16'-2¾ 37.163 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 53
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 335.39 12.89 0.095841 10'-8 1.022
11 16'-2¾ 15.42 37.163 -0.006
12 16'-3 38.178 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 5
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 349.59 13.44 0.103484 10'-8 1.104
12 16'-3 14.20 38.178 -0.006
13 16'-3¼ 39.276 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 46
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 363.13 13.96 0.111018 10'-8 1.184
13 16'-3¼ 13.54 39.276 -0.007
14 16'-3¼ 40.453 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 45
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 376.57 14.47 0.118741 10'-8 1.267
14 16'-3¼ 13.44 40.453 -0.006
15 16'-3½ 41.713 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 52
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 390.49 15.01 0.126987 10'-8 1.355
15 16'-3½ 13.92 41.713 -0.006
16 16'-3¾ 43.062 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 48
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 405.41 15.58 0.136107 10'-8 1.452
16 16'-3¾ 14.92 43.062 -0.007
17 16'-4 44.506 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 47
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 414.87 15.95 0.142045 10'-8 1.515
17 16'-4 9.47 44.506 -0.007
18 16'-4 46.014 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 51
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 427.59 16.44 0.150202 10'-8 1.602
18 16'-4 12.71 46.014 -0.007
19 16'-4¼ 47.609 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 44
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 443.11 17.03 0.160447 7'-3¾ 4.409
19 16'-4¼ 15.53 47.609 20'-2 -0.005
20 16'-4½ 52.013 27'-5¾
120
Flow (q) from Route 49
C(20'-2)
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 4.2600 573.86 12.92 0.070342 14'-9½ 1.670
20 16'-4½ 130.75 52.013 8'-11½
21 16'-4½ 53.684 23'-9
120
Flow (q) from Route 37
fE(8'-11½)
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 4.2600 573.86 12.92 0.070342 16'-4½ 1.151
21 16'-4½ 53.684 7.097
22 0'-0 61.932 16'-4½
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
UG 6.4000 573.86 5.72 0.007286 10'-0¾ 0.250
22 0'-0 61.932 24'-2¼ 1.760
23 -4'-0¾ 63.941 34'-3
140
E(24'-2¼)
Pf
Pe
Pv
UG 6.0900 573.86 6.32 0.008167 183'-2 1.848
23 -4'-0¾ 63.941 43'-1¾
24 -4'-0¾ 65.789 226'-3¾
150
2E(21'-6¾)
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 6.3570 573.86 5.80 0.010014 12'-0 7.274
24 -4'-0¾ 65.789 52'-9¾ 0.000
25 -4'-0¾ 73.063 64'-9¾
120
3E(17'-7¼), BFP(-6.625)
Pf
Pe
Pv
UG 6.0900 573.86 6.32 0.008167 19'-9 0.690
25 -4'-0¾ 73.063 64'-8½ -2.195
26 1'-0 71.559 84'-5½
150
3E(21'-6¾), S
823.86
250.00 Hose Allowance At Source
26
• • • • • Route 2 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 14.87 5.52 0.075198 0'-11¾ 0.450
102 16'-5½ 14.87 5.62 7.000 5'-0 0.426
27 15'-5½ 7.875 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 7.13 1.53 0.005073 8'-0 0.041
27 15'-5½ 7.875
28 15'-5½ 7.916 8'-0
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 22.04 4.73 0.040951 8'-0 0.328
28 15'-5½ 14.91 7.916
29 15'-5½ 8.244 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 4
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 37.27 7.99 0.108260 8'-0 0.866
29 15'-5½ 15.23 8.244
30 15'-5½ 9.110 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 14
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 53.33 11.44 0.210056 8'-0 1.680
30 15'-5½ 16.06 9.110
31 15'-5½ 10.790 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 22
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 70.88 15.20 0.355568 60'-0 23.467
31 15'-5½ 17.55 10.790 6'-0 0.000
32 15'-5½ 34.258 66'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 30
C(6'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 70.88 2.72 0.005405 10'-8 0.058
32 15'-5½ 34.258 -0.121
6 15'-9 34.194 10'-8
120
• • • • • Route 3 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 14.91 5.53 0.075571 0'-11¾ 0.452
103 16'-8¾ 14.91 5.62 7.038 5'-0 0.426
2 15'-9 7.915 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 4 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 14.91 5.53 0.075578 0'-11¾ 0.452
104 16'-5½ 14.91 5.62 7.038 5'-0 0.426
28 15'-5½ 7.916 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 5 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 14.92 5.54 0.075641 0'-11¾ 0.452
105 16'-5½ 14.92 5.62 7.045 5'-0 0.426
33 15'-5½ 7.923 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 22.66 4.86 0.043115 8'-0 0.345
33 15'-5½ 7.74 7.923
34 15'-5½ 8.268 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 57
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 37.92 8.13 0.111755 8'-0 0.894
34 15'-5½ 15.26 8.268
35 15'-5½ 9.162 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 15
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 54.02 11.59 0.215140 8'-0 1.721
35 15'-5½ 16.11 9.162
36 15'-5½ 10.883 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 23
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 71.65 15.37 0.362770 35'-6½ 15.070
36 15'-5½ 17.63 10.883 6'-0 0.000
37 15'-5½ 25.953 41'-6½
120
Flow (q) from Route 32
C(6'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 2.6350 71.65 4.22 0.015547 10'-8 0.166
37 15'-5½ 25.953 -0.121
38 15'-9 25.998 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 143.39 8.44 0.056109 10'-8 0.599
38 15'-9 71.74 25.998 -0.121
39 16'-0¼ 26.475 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 6
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 215.93 12.70 0.119657 10'-8 1.277
39 16'-0¼ 72.54 26.475 -0.159
40 16'-4¾ 27.593 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 9
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 290.35 17.08 0.206942 10'-8 2.207
40 16'-4¾ 74.41 27.593 0.003
41 16'-4¾ 29.804 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 12
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 271.02 15.95 0.182185 10'-8 1.943
41 16'-4¾ 29.804 0.004
42 16'-4½ 31.751 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 253.88 14.94 0.161445 10'-8 1.722
42 16'-4½ 31.751 0.004
43 16'-4½ 33.477 10'-8
120
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 15.42 3.31 0.021147 159'-6½ 3.628
43 16'-4½ 33.477 12'-0 0.058
11 16'-2¾ 37.163 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 6 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 14.92 5.54 0.075649 0'-11¾ 0.453
106 16'-8¾ 14.92 5.62 7.045 5'-0 0.426
44 15'-9 7.924 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 22.73 4.88 0.043363 8'-0 0.347
44 15'-9 7.81 7.924
45 15'-9 8.270 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 56
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 37.99 8.15 0.112153 8'-0 0.897
45 15'-9 15.26 8.270
46 15'-9 9.168 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 16
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 54.10 11.60 0.215718 8'-0 1.726
46 15'-9 16.11 9.168
47 15'-9 10.893 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 24
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 71.74 15.39 0.363589 35'-6½ 15.104
47 15'-9 17.64 10.893 6'-0
38 15'-9 25.998 41'-6½
120
Flow (q) from Route 33
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 7 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 14.96 5.55 0.076005 0'-11¾ 0.455
107 17'-0 14.96 5.62 7.081 5'-0 0.426
48 16'-0¼ 7.962 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 6.79 1.46 0.004642 8'-0 0.037
48 16'-0¼ 7.962
49 16'-0¼ 7.999 8'-0
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 21.78 4.67 0.040088 8'-0 0.321
49 16'-0¼ 14.99 7.999
50 16'-0¼ 8.319 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 8
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 37.09 7.96 0.107304 8'-0 0.858
50 16'-0¼ 15.31 8.319
51 16'-0¼ 9.178 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 17
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 53.21 11.41 0.209217 8'-0 1.674
51 16'-0¼ 16.12 9.178
52 16'-0¼ 10.852 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 25
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 70.82 15.19 0.354983 60'-0 23.429
52 16'-0¼ 17.60 10.852 6'-0
7 16'-0¼ 34.280 66'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 31
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 8 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 14.99 5.57 0.076353 0'-11¾ 0.457
108 17'-0 14.99 5.62 7.116 5'-0 0.426
49 16'-0¼ 7.999 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 9 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.01 5.57 0.076493 0'-11¾ 0.458
109 17'-0 15.01 5.62 7.130 5'-0 0.426
53 16'-0¼ 8.014 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 23.17 4.97 0.044932 8'-0 0.359
53 16'-0¼ 8.16 8.014
54 16'-0¼ 8.373 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 55
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 38.53 8.26 0.115125 8'-0 0.921
54 16'-0¼ 15.36 8.373
55 16'-0¼ 9.294 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 18
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 54.76 11.75 0.220594 8'-0 1.765
55 16'-0¼ 16.23 9.294
56 16'-0¼ 11.059 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 26
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 72.54 15.56 0.371098 35'-6½ 15.416
56 16'-0¼ 17.78 11.059 6'-0
39 16'-0¼ 26.475 41'-6½
120
Flow (q) from Route 34
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 10 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.17 5.63 0.078056 0'-11¾ 0.467
110 17'-3½ 15.17 5.62 7.288 5'-0 0.426
57 16'-3¾ 8.181 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 6.20 1.33 0.003918 8'-0 0.031
57 16'-3¾ 8.181 0.004
58 16'-3½ 8.216 8'-0
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 21.40 4.59 0.038805 8'-0 0.310
58 16'-3½ 15.21 8.216 0.004
59 16'-3½ 8.531 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 11
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 36.92 7.92 0.106371 8'-0 0.851
59 16'-3½ 15.51 8.531 0.004
60 16'-3¼ 9.387 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 19
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 53.23 11.42 0.209345 8'-0 1.675
60 16'-3¼ 16.31 9.387 0.004
61 16'-3¼ 11.066 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 27
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 71.02 15.23 0.356825 60'-0 23.551
61 16'-3¼ 17.78 11.066 6'-0 0.033
8 16'-2¼ 34.650 66'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 35
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 11 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.21 5.65 0.078390 0'-11¾ 0.469
111 17'-3¼ 15.21 5.62 7.322 5'-0 0.426
58 16'-3½ 8.216 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 12 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.23 5.65 0.078596 0'-11¾ 0.470
112 17'-3½ 15.23 5.62 7.343 5'-0 0.426
62 16'-3¾ 8.238 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 24.20 5.19 0.048707 8'-0 0.390
62 16'-3¾ 8.97 8.238 -0.004
63 16'-4 8.624 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 54
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 39.80 8.54 0.122267 8'-0 0.978
63 16'-4 15.60 8.624 -0.004
64 16'-4 9.597 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 20
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 56.31 12.08 0.232288 8'-0 1.858
64 16'-4 16.51 9.597 -0.004
65 16'-4¼ 11.451 8'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 28
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 74.41 15.96 0.389057 35'-6½ 16.162
65 16'-4¼ 18.10 11.451 6'-0 -0.020
40 16'-4¾ 27.593 41'-6½
120
Flow (q) from Route 36
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 13 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.23 5.65 0.078620 0'-11¾ 0.470
113 16'-8¾ 15.23 5.62 7.345 5'-0 0.426
3 15'-9 8.241 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 14 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.23 5.66 0.078645 0'-11¾ 0.470
114 16'-5½ 15.23 5.62 7.348 5'-0 0.426
29 15'-5½ 8.244 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 15 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.26 5.66 0.078870 0'-11¾ 0.472
115 16'-5½ 15.26 5.62 7.370 5'-0 0.426
34 15'-5½ 8.268 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 16 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.26 5.66 0.078896 0'-11¾ 0.472
116 16'-8¾ 15.26 5.62 7.373 5'-0 0.426
45 15'-9 8.270 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 17 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.31 5.68 0.079353 0'-11¾ 0.475
117 17'-0 15.31 5.62 7.419 5'-0 0.426
50 16'-0¼ 8.319 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 18 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.36 5.70 0.079855 0'-11¾ 0.478
118 17'-0 15.36 5.62 7.470 5'-0 0.426
54 16'-0¼ 8.373 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 19 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.51 5.76 0.081330 0'-11¾ 0.487
119 17'-3¼ 15.51 5.62 7.619 5'-0 0.426
59 16'-3½ 8.531 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 20 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 15.60 5.79 0.082191 0'-11¾ 0.492
120 17'-3¾ 15.60 5.62 7.706 5'-0 0.426
63 16'-4 8.624 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 21 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.05 5.96 0.086656 0'-11¾ 0.518
121 16'-8¾ 16.05 5.62 8.160 5'-0 0.426
4 15'-9 9.104 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 22 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.06 5.96 0.086710 0'-11¾ 0.519
122 16'-5½ 16.06 5.62 8.165 5'-0 0.426
30 15'-5½ 9.110 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 23 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.11 5.98 0.087192 0'-11¾ 0.522
123 16'-5½ 16.11 5.62 8.215 5'-0 0.426
35 15'-5½ 9.162 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 24 • • • • •
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.11 5.98 0.087247 0'-11¾ 0.522
124 16'-8¾ 16.11 5.62 8.220 5'-0 0.426
46 15'-9 9.168 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 25 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.12 5.99 0.087341 0'-11¾ 0.522
125 17'-0 16.12 5.62 8.230 5'-0 0.426
51 16'-0¼ 9.178 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 26 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.23 6.02 0.088420 0'-11¾ 0.529
126 17'-0 16.23 5.62 8.340 5'-0 0.426
55 16'-0¼ 9.294 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 27 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.31 6.06 0.089276 0'-11¾ 0.534
127 17'-3 16.31 5.62 8.427 5'-0 0.426
60 16'-3¼ 9.387 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 28 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 16.51 6.13 0.091225 0'-11¾ 0.546
128 17'-3¾ 16.51 5.62 8.626 5'-0 0.426
64 16'-4 9.597 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 29 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 17.54 6.51 0.102105 0'-11¾ 0.611
129 16'-8¾ 17.54 5.62 9.743 5'-0 0.426
5 15'-9 10.780 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 30 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 17.55 6.52 0.102200 0'-11¾ 0.611
130 16'-5½ 17.55 5.62 9.753 5'-0 0.426
31 15'-5½ 10.790 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 31 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 17.60 6.53 0.102762 0'-11¾ 0.615
131 17'-0 17.60 5.62 9.811 5'-0 0.426
52 16'-0¼ 10.852 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 32 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 17.63 6.54 0.103048 0'-11¾ 0.616
132 16'-5½ 17.63 5.62 9.841 5'-0 0.426
36 15'-5½ 10.883 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 33 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 17.64 6.55 0.103145 0'-11¾ 0.617
133 16'-8¾ 17.64 5.62 9.851 5'-0 0.426
47 15'-9 10.893 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 34 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 17.78 6.60 0.104659 0'-11¾ 0.626
134 17'-0 17.78 5.62 10.007 5'-0 0.426
56 16'-0¼ 11.059 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 35 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 17.78 6.60 0.104723 0'-11¾ 0.626
135 17'-3 17.78 5.62 10.014 5'-0 0.426
61 16'-3¼ 11.066 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 36 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
SP 1.0490 18.10 6.72 0.108242 0'-11¾ 0.647
136 17'-4 18.10 5.62 10.378 5'-0 0.426
65 16'-4¼ 11.451 5'-11¾
120
Sprinkler,
T(5'-0)
• • • • • Route 37 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 107.53 4.13 0.011684 10'-8 0.125
66 16'-4¾ 85.22 51.485 0.007
67 16'-4½ 51.617 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 38
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 130.75 5.03 0.016776 3'-4¼ 0.394
67 16'-4½ 23.22 51.617 20'-2 0.002
20 16'-4½ 52.013 23'-6
120
Flow (q) from Route 50
C(20'-2)
• • • • • Route 38 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 21.13 4.53 0.037875 136'-2½ 5.613
68 15'-11 42.20 45.922 12'-0 -0.000
69 15'-11 51.535 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0), Flow (q) from Route 59
C(6'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 42.20 1.62 0.002071 12'-0 0.025
69 15'-11 21.07 51.535 -0.145
70 16'-3 51.415 12'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 39
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 63.52 2.44 0.004412 11'-4 0.050
70 16'-3 21.32 51.415 -0.069
71 16'-5 51.397 11'-4
120
Flow (q) from Route 41
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 85.22 3.28 0.007599 10'-8 0.081
71 16'-5 21.70 51.397 0.007
66 16'-4¾ 51.485 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 42
• • • • • Route 39 • • • • •
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 2.6350 21.07 1.24 0.001616 12'-0 0.019
68 15'-11 42.20 45.922 0.144
72 15'-7 46.085 12'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 59
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 21.07 4.52 0.037698 136'-2½ 5.587
72 15'-7 46.085 12'-0 0.001
73 15'-7 51.673 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 3.2600 21.07 0.81 0.000573 12'-0 0.007
73 15'-7 51.673 -0.145
69 15'-11 51.535 12'-0
120
• • • • • Route 40 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 22.31 4.79 0.041894 136'-2½ 6.209
74 16'-4¾ 107.53 45.276 12'-0
66 16'-4¾ 51.485 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0), Flow (q) from Route 58
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 41 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 85.22 5.01 0.021426 10'-8 0.229
74 16'-4¾ 107.53 45.276 -0.007
75 16'-5 45.497 10'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 58
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 2.6350 63.52 3.74 0.012439 11'-4 0.141
75 16'-5 45.497 0.069
76 16'-3 45.707 11'-4
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 21.32 4.57 0.038516 136'-2½ 5.708
76 16'-3 45.707 12'-0 -0.000
70 16'-3 51.415 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 42 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 21.70 4.65 0.039805 136'-2½ 5.899
75 16'-5 45.497 12'-0
71 16'-5 51.397 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 43 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 19.32 4.15 0.032118 159'-6½ 5.510
41 16'-4¾ 29.804 12'-0 0.079
9 16'-2½ 35.392 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 44 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 238.47 14.03 0.143777 10'-8 1.534
43 16'-4½ 33.477 0.004
77 16'-4¼ 35.015 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 224.26 13.19 0.128339 10'-8 1.369
77 16'-4¼ 35.015 0.004
78 16'-4¼ 36.388 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 210.73 12.40 0.114378 10'-8 1.220
78 16'-4¼ 36.388 0.003
79 16'-4 37.612 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 197.29 11.61 0.101246 10'-8 1.080
79 16'-4 37.612 0.005
80 16'-4 38.697 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
FM 2.6350 183.37 10.79 0.088430 10'-8 0.943
80 16'-4 38.697 0.004
81 16'-3¾ 39.644 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 2.6350 168.45 9.91 0.075583 34'-0 3.462
81 16'-3¾ 39.644 11'-9¾ -0.003
82 16'-4 43.104 45'-9¾
120
2fE(5'-10¾)
Pf
Pe
Pv
FM 2.6350 158.98 9.35 0.067913 10'-8 0.724
82 16'-4 43.104 -0.007
83 16'-4 43.821 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 12.71 2.73 0.014801 136'-2½ 2.194
83 16'-4 43.821 12'-0 -0.000
18 16'-4 46.014 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 45 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 13.54 2.90 0.016621 159'-6½ 2.851
78 16'-4¼ 36.388 12'-0 0.036
13 16'-3¼ 39.276 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 46 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 14.20 3.05 0.018167 159'-6½ 3.116
77 16'-4¼ 35.015 12'-0 0.047
12 16'-3 38.178 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 47 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 14.92 3.20 0.019897 159'-6½ 3.413
81 16'-3¾ 39.644 12'-0 0.004
16 16'-3¾ 43.062 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 48 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 13.92 2.99 0.017500 159'-6½ 3.002
80 16'-4 38.697 12'-0 0.015
15 16'-3½ 41.713 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 49 • • • • •
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 146.27 8.61 0.058210 10'-8 0.621
83 16'-4 43.821 -0.007
84 16'-4¼ 44.434 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 15.53 3.33 0.021422 136'-2½ 3.175
84 16'-4¼ 44.434 12'-0
19 16'-4¼ 47.609 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 50 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
FR 2.6350 130.75 7.69 0.047298 10'-8 0.505
84 16'-4¼ 44.434 -0.007
85 16'-4½ 44.932 10'-8
120
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 23.22 4.98 0.045106 136'-2½ 6.685
85 16'-4½ 44.932 12'-0
67 16'-4½ 51.617 148'-2½
120
C(6'-0)
T(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 51 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 9.47 2.03 0.008578 139'-6½ 1.403
82 16'-4 43.104 24'-0 -0.000
17 16'-4 44.506 163'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
4E(3'-0), C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 52 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 13.44 2.88 0.016412 159'-6½ 2.815
79 16'-4 37.612 12'-0 0.026
14 16'-3¼ 40.453 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 53 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 17.14 3.68 0.025723 159'-6½ 4.413
42 16'-4½ 31.751 12'-0 0.068
10 16'-2¾ 36.232 171'-6½
120
C(6'-0)
C(6'-0)
• • • • • Route 54 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 8.97 1.92 0.007771 8'-0 0.062
57 16'-3¾ 8.181 -0.004
62 16'-3¾ 8.238 8'-0
120
• • • • • Route 55 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 8.16 1.75 0.006522 8'-0 0.052
48 16'-0¼ 7.962
53 16'-0¼ 8.014 8'-0
120
• • • • • Route 56 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 7.81 1.68 0.006012 8'-0 0.048
1 15'-9 7.875
44 15'-9 7.924 8'-0
120
• • • • • Route 57 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 1.3800 7.74 1.66 0.005914 8'-0 0.047
27 15'-5½ 7.875
33 15'-5½ 7.923 8'-0
120
• • • • • Route 58 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
BL 2.6350 107.53 6.33 0.032943 10'-8 0.351
85 16'-4½ 44.932 -0.007
74 16'-4¾ 45.276 10'-8
120
• • • • • Route 59 • • • • •
Pf
Pe
Pv
CM 2.6350 42.20 2.48 0.005838 12'-0 0.070
76 16'-3 45.707 0.145
68 15'-11 45.922 12'-0
120
1.51
4.87 
)( 1501.331401.161300.713100
Equivalent Pipe Lengths of Valves and Fittings (C=120 only)
Actual Inside Diameter
Schedule 40 Steel Pipe Inside Diameter = Factor
C Value Multiplier
Value Of C
Multiplying Factor
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
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Pipe Type Legend
AO Arm-Over
BL Branch Line
CM Cross Main
DN Drain
DR Drop
DY Dynamic
FM Feed Main
FR Feed Riser
MS Miscellaneous
OR Outrigger
RN Riser Nipple
SP Sprig
ST Stand Pipe
UG Underground
Units Legend
Diameter Inch
Elevation Foot
Flow gpm
Discharge gpm
Velocity fps
Pressure psi
Length Foot
Friction Loss psi/Foot
HWC Hazen-Williams Constant
Pt Total pressure at a point in a pipe
Pn Normal pressure at a point in a pipe
Pf Pressure loss due to friction between points
Pe Pressure due to elevation difference between indicated points
Pv Velocity pressure at a point in a pipe
Fittings Legend
ALV Alarm Valve
AngV Angle Valve
b Bushing
BalV Ball Valve
BFP Backflow Preventer
BV Butterfly Valve
C Cross Flow Turn 90°
cplg Coupling
Cr Cross Run
CV Check Valve
DelV Deluge Valve
DPV Dry Pipe Valve
E 90° Elbow
EE 45° Elbow
Ee1 11¼° Elbow
Ee2 22½° Elbow
f Flow Device
fd Flex Drop
FDC Fire Department Connection
fE 90° FireLock(TM) Elbow
fEE 45° FireLock(TM) Elbow
flg Flange
FN Floating Node
fT FireLock(TM) Tee
g Gauge
GloV Globe Valve
GV Gate Valve
Ho Hose
Hose Hose
HV Hose Valve
Hyd Hydrant
LtE Long Turn Elbow
mecT Mechanical Tee
Noz Nozzle
P1 Pump In
P2 Pump Out
PIV Post Indicating Valve
PO Pipe Outlet
PRV Pressure Reducing Valve
PrV Pressure Relief Valve
red Reducer/Adapter
S Supply
sCV Swing Check Valve
Spr Sprinkler
St Strainer
T Tee Flow Turn 90°
Tr Tee Run
U Union
WirF Wirsbo
WMV Water Meter Valve
Z Cap
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Flow Diagram (Top View)
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Job Number: 1
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Flow Diagram (Isometric View)
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Job Number: 1
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S. Autosprink Model
132
133
134
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TABLE 13.1.1.2 Summary of Valves, Valve Components, and Trim Inspection, Testing, 
and Maintenance
Item     Frequency Reference
Inspection
Control Valves   
Sealed Weekly 13.3.2.1
Locked or electrically supervised Monthly 13.3.2.1.1
Valve Supervisory Signal Initiating Device Quarterly 13.3.2.1.2
Alarm Valves   
Exterior Monthly 13.4.1.1
Interior 5 years 13.4.1.2
Strainers, filters, orifices 5 years 13.4.1.2
Check Valves   
Interior 5 years 13.4.2.1
Preaction/Deluge Valves   
Enclosure (during cold weather) Daily/weekly 13.4.3.1
Exterior Monthly 13.4.3.1.6
Interior Annually/5 years 13.4.3.1.7
Strainers, filters, orifices 5 years 13.4.3.1.8
Dry Pipe Valves/Quick-Opening Devices   
Gauges Weekly/monthly 13.4.4.1.2.4, 
13.4.4.1.2.5
Enclosure (during cold weather) Daily/weekly 13.4.4.1.1
Exterior Monthly 13.4.4.1.4
Interior Annually 13.4.4.1.5
Strainers, filters, orifices 5 years 13.4.4.1.6
Pressure-Reducing and Relief Valves   
Sprinkler systems Quarterly 13.5.1.1
Hose connections Annually 13.5.2.1
Hose racks Annually 13.5.3.1
Fire pumps   
 Casing relief valves Weekly 13.5.7.1, 
13.5.7.1.1
 Pressure-relief valves Weekly 13.5.7.2, 
13.5.7.2.1
Backflow Prevention Assemblies   
Reduced pressure Weekly/monthly 13.6.1
Reduced-pressure detectors Weekly/monthly 13.6.1
Fire Department Connections Quarterly 13.7.1
Testing
Main Drains Annually/quarterly 13.2.5, 13.2.5.1, 
13.3.3.4
Gauges 5 years 13.2.7.2
Waterflow Alarms Quarterly/semiannually 13.2.6
Control Valves   
Position Annually 13.3.3.1
Operation Annually 13.3.3.1
Supervisory Semiannually 13.3.3.5
(continues)
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Item     Frequency Reference
Preaction/Deluge Valves   
Priming water Quarterly 13.4.3.2.1
Low air pressure alarms Quarterly/annually 13.4.3.2.13, 
13.4.3.2.14
Full flow Annually 13.4.3.2.2
Air leakage 3 years 13.4.3.2.6
Dry Pipe Valves/Quick-Opening Devices   
Air leakage 3 years 13.4.4.2.9
Priming water Quarterly 13.4.4.2.1
Low air pressure alarm Quarterly 13.4.4.2.6
Quick-opening devices Quarterly 13.4.4.2.4
Trip test Annually 13.4.4.2.2
Full flow trip test 3 years 13.4.4.2.2.2
Pressure-Reducing and Relief Valves   
Sprinkler systems 5 years 13.5.1.2
Circulation relief Annually 13.5.7.1.2
Pressure relief valves Annually 13.5.7.2.2
Hose connections 5 years 13.5.2.2
Hose racks 5 years 13.5.3.2
Backflow Prevention Assemblies Annually 13.6.2
Maintenance
Control Valves Annually 13.3.4
Preaction/Deluge Valves Annually 13.4.3.3.2
Dry Pipe Valves/Quick-Opening Devices Annually 13.4.4.3
TABLE 13.1.1.2 Continued
EXHIBIT 13.12  Post Indicator Valve and Fire Department 
Connection. (Courtesy of Josh Elvove)
EXHIBIT 13.13 Wall Post Indicator Valve.
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